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A CHEMICAL REACTION
Dr. R. C. Gowdy

span of years, but many who began the search for wealth
and health became so interested in curious happenings
that they ceased to care about the practical side. Some
of us starved to death and some of us died of mysterious
humors which entered our bodies, but it was interesting
while it lasted. That was all anyone could ask back in
our time, what with poverty and oppression and wars.-
Tell me about your times. I have been wandering through
this building and I recognize some things -' alembics,
crucibles, retorts, stills, muffles-but most of it makes no
sense to me. What do you know that we did not know?
You must be near the answer, for we were learning fast
a thousand years ago. Can you make gold from lead?
Have you found the panacea for all ills?"

I undertook to explain to him briefly the atomic theory,
neuclear and electronic structure of the atom, spectrum
analysis, relativity, and a dash of wave-mechanics.

When I had finished, he said, "That is very ingenious.
You explain everything in terms of electricity and energy.
We required the four essences of earth, air, fire and water,
and perhaps the fifth essence for living things. I' under-
stand your philosophy very clearly except for two things:
what is electricity and what is energy?"

I had to admit that we had no satisfactory answers, to
these questions.

"Yes," he said, "we were in the same difficulty with
the essences, but we put great confidence in them, never-
theless."

He hesitated a moment and then continued, "I gather
you believe that transmutation is possible."

"Not only possible," I stated, "but an accomplished fact."
"Then," he said, you must have vast supplies of gold."
"No," I had to tell him, "no one would bother to make

gold even if it could be done on a practical scale. We
ha ve more than enough to fill teeth and the rest has to be
buried in the ground whence it came. Silly, isn't it ?"

"Yes, very," he replied. "What about the Elixir of
Life?"

"Wait a minute," I said, "we may not make gold from
lead, but we turn cotton into silk and dye it with the
brightest of colors made from black tar. And we do many
other things which increase values more than you could
have imagined in your day. As for the Elixir of Life,
we have made a step towards that, too. Germicides, drugs,
fertilizers, purifying processes-they' have all added to
the span of life and perhaps to the gusto of living."
I felt proud of all that I could tell him out of the full-

ness of knowledge which is ours. '
He folded his arms, wrapping his hands in his full

sleeves, and watched the clear rwater bubbling from the
fountain, stinking but innocuous residue from a great
open sewer.

"Then," he mused, "I suppose you have achieved the
plenty and peace and happiness for which we hoped and
worked."

* * *
Gradual awakening. Resentment towards returning ra-

tionality. A nurse's voice asking, "Do you know where
you are?" A white-coated dentist hurriedly putting away
the formidable tools of his profession. Exact recollection
of a chemistry lecture thirty-seven years ago: Professor
Thomas Evans, portly, stern-"This morning we discuss
the oxides of nitrogen. Nitrous oxide, N20, commonly
called 'laughing gas,' colorless, slightly sweetish, when
inhaled causes light anesthesia, frequently accompanied
by pleasant but fantastic hallucinations."
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ITwas late in the afternoon, almost dusk. I had stopped
in the new chemistry building to see if it would be
ready for the moving operations scheduled for the next

day. Workmen and janitors had left and I supposed I
was alone except for the man on night duty who was
working on one of the upper floors.

It was with some surprise then that I saw, at the end
of a dimly lighted corridor, a strange figure, tall, dark-
robed, and hooded. He turned towards the main entrance
and I overtook him just as .he paused before the drink-
ing fountain which faces the middle doors of the old
building,

"Sorry we haven't better light," I said. "You would
find the symbolism of that fountain rather interesting."

"It is easy for me to see," he replied. "There are the
symbols of the four essences, earth, air, fire, and water,
and of our important substances, but many of the other
signs I do not know."

"These," I explained, pointing to the border tiles, "are
Dalton's symbols for the common elements, forerunners
of the present nomenclature of letters to designate the
atoms."

"But," he obj ected, "can anything be more elementary
than the essences, unless perhaps it be the nondescript
matter in which they are embodied? Can not all things
be changed to another by adj usting the proportions of
the essences in them? It seems that this man Dalton,
whoever he is, has made unnecessary complications in his
studies. The basis of alchemy is simple and its methods
and reasonings are direct."

"Then you are an alchemist," I said, and that he was
badly dislocated in time and space seemed not to disturb
me.

"Yes," he replied, "I devoted what I then thought to
be my life to the study of substances and their behaviors
one with another, and to philosophic thoughts. Many in-
teresting things I discovered, mostly by the way, but the
ultimate answers to my questions, I did not find. If I
could have had more time, more help, certain rare in-
gredients, I might have ... ," he trailed off vaguely.

"I suppose you were searching for the Philosopher's
Stone and the Elixir of Life."

"Well, in a general way, yes," he said, "if you must
have a slogan. Most of us started with the idea of trans-
muting base metals into gold, or ordinary rocks into gems,
and of preserving health and vitality beyond the normal
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ADDITION TO CHEMISTRY BUILDING

Edward Miller, E.E. '44

The need for additional space in the Eng ineering College has been greatly relieved
by the erection of the new Chemistry Building. The new building has also af-
forded space for the installation of much needed shop and chemistry equipment.

TO relieve the crowded conditions in the Schnei- small class seated informally in his office while
der Quadrangle buildings caused by the in- another teacher had to conduct a lecture class in

creased enrollment in the College of Engineering a laboratory. Conditions in Baldwin Hall' were
and Commerce, it has been necessary to construct comparable, students sometimes having to sit on
a new building. The result is the modern $500,000 window sills or on portable chairs in the aisles.
structure located on University Avenue. Begun Instructors' offices in Baldwin Hall were so few
on October 27, 1938, this latest addition to the in number that three or four teachers were as-
University of Cincinnati campus has been made signed to an office designed for one man; in one
possible jointly by a federal grant and a municipal case seven mathematics instructors occupied one
bond issue. office. The drafting rooms we-re· so filled with

The rapid growth of the College of Engineering tables that in many cases there were no aisles be-
and Commerce can be traced from the building of tween tables for the movement of students; one
Baldwin Hall in 1911 when only one-hundred stu- drawing course had to be held in another building.
dents were enrolled as freshmen. By 1913 the Swift Hall was likewise so crowded that the
number of Liberal Arts and Engineering students ceramics laboratory was situated in the basement
in the Chemistry Department, which was then of Baldwin Hall, modeling practice was conducted
located in Hanna Hall, had become so large that in the Power House and drawing was assigned
there was no longer sufficient classroom space. to the basement of Cunningham Hall.
Consequently a $250,000 Chemistry Building was To alleviate these crowded conditions, 60,770
erected in 1917. The total enrollment at that square feet of space has been added by the erec-
time in all freshmen chemistry courses was a little tion of the new building. However, since the
under three hundred students. Additional expan- addition was designed to require a minimum of
sian of the College of Engineering by including remodeling in the old building, 4170 square feet
business administration and commercial engineer- of room has been lost due to darkening of rooms
ing courses increased the enrollment further, and closing of corridors. This forfeiture reduces
necessitating -in 1926 the construction of Swift the net gain to 56,600 square feet. This is suffi-
Hall to house the Electrical Engineering Depart- cient space to accommodate the Mathematics De-
ment and the newly organized School of Applied partment and to allow for the expansion of the
Arts. With the addition of the Department of Chemical Engineering and Liberal Arts Chemistry
Aeronautical Engineering, the freshman matricu- Departments. Since there is such a large number
lation swelled to nearly seven hundred students in of offices present, one is assigned to each chemis-
1929 so that another building was needed. The try instructor and one to every two mathematics
Physics Building erected in 1932 relieved the con- instructors.
ditions only for a short time. With the beginning ,The moving of the Mathematics Department
of the depression in 1932, the registration fell but leaves four offices vacant in Baldwin Hall. Three
again began to rise in 1934. of 'these are being allocated to the Commerce,

The year 1937 found nearly nine hundred fresh- History and English departments; the last is be-
men in the various chemistry courses. Because of ing changed to a classroom. Besides this change
the small capacity of the chemistry auditorium, the School of Applied Arts is using as a modeling
three repetitions of the freshman lecture were re- laboratory the southwest locker room instead of
quired during the mornings and afternoons. The the Power House, which is being retained as a
accompanying elaborate demonstrations and ex- laboratory for the Aeronautical Engineering De-
periments had to be set up repeatedly. The partment. The Co-ordination Department is mov-
smaller lecture rooms were also insufficient in ing from Room 116, which will be a classroom, to
number so that one chemistry professor held a drawing Room 119 after it is suitably partitioned.
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Several other changes are being made resulting room with a demonstration table and a room with
in the loss of Drawing Room 104 to the Evening nine long drafting tables each to seat six chemical
School secretarial office. By dividing Drawing engineers.
Room 104 in Swift Hall into classrooms and by The floor above, known as the first floor, is the
vacating several classrooms, the Electrical Engi- same as the ground floor of the old structure. On
neering Department and Applied Arts School are this floor is located the base of a court, which is
also gaining considerable space for laboratories, directly behind the old auditorium. This court
a library addition, storage and an exhibition room. serves merely as a means of lighting and venti-

lating all the inner rooms but the polarimeter
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT EXPANSION room, the physical chemical research dark room,

Th · f th h · t d t ts I the optico-chemistry laboratory and the micro-e expansion 0 e c erms ry epar men s IS .
b · fi d t th t ti f th b scope and X-ray room, all of WhIChare on the firsteing con ne 0 e eas ern por Ion 0 e ase-

- floor. These rooms are much larger than beforement and ground floors and the southern portion d fitt d ith I· ht f d Th h
- - an are e WI Ig proo oors. e c em-of the above three floors In the new Chemiatry _ _._

B ildi While vivi t it f h ical research laboratory, which contains a specialUI mg. I e giving a compac urn 0 c em- . .
· t f iliti the t f ith glass blowing table fitted with oxygen, gas andIS ry aCImes, IS arrangemen con orms WI .. .
th .. th ld Ch · t B ildi F compressed arr outlets, IS on the east wall of thise grouping In e 0 emis ry ill mg. rom
University Avenue, entrance to the basement is
through either of two doors; the eastern entrance
leads to the chemical engineering research labora-
tory adjoined by a technical analysis laboratory,
facilitating the analytical part of chemical re-
search. These laboratories are equipped with a
trench system, which is covered with a steel grat-
ing and acts as a drain. Similar trenches in the
old building carry the pipe lines, which have be-
come corroded by acids; consequently the pipes
in the new building are embedded in concrete.
These laboratories have outlets for steam, com-
pressed air, distilled water, hot water, cold water,
gas, 110 volt alternating and direct currents and
hoods to carry off exhaust fumes.

Also in the chemistry unit in the basement are
the necessary service rooms; the air compressor
room and several storage and stock rooms for
glassware, chemicals and apparatus, all under the
seats of the auditorium. On the other side of the
technical analysis laboratory in the old building
is the enlarged grinding room where the crushers
and mills are being relocated on concrete bases.

INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY

On the floor above, closely connected to the
grinding room by a stairway is an addition to the
industrial chemistry laboratory. This laboratory
will be equipped with filter presses and a vacuum
dryer from the old laboratory and a new atmos-
pheric dryer. A group of stairs up to a design
room provide a close connection between the por-
trayal of theories and their industrial application
in the laboratory. Nearby is a washroom with
showers and wash basins for the convenience of
the students who have finished working in the lab-
oratories. Also on this ground floor are two chem-
ical engineering class rooms, a chemistry lecture
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-Baker Photo
Double-effect Evaporator in Industrial Laboratory.

floor. Directly above is the organic chemistry
laboratory, and on the third floor is the advanced
quantitative 'analysis laboratory.

The Metallurgy Department has increased space
in the old metallurgy and metallurgic research
laboratories and the new polishing and micro-
metallograph rooms on the west side of the ground
and first floors. The latter room is fitted with a
new micrometallograph with a dark field examin-
ing system and a binocular system.

Except for a mathematics classroom in the base-
ment, all the twenty-one offices and the Mathe-
matics Department's ten class rooms and six
drafting rooms are on the first, second and third
floors. The drafting rooms are located on the
northeast and northwest corners so that the north
light might be used to full advantage. These
drawing rooms vary in size from one, to serve
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thirty-five students, to two, that can each accom- operating lamp, supply cabinets and all the equip-
modate forty-four students. The class rooms are ment necessary to render first aid for any acci-
each equipped for forty-six students. Other rooms dents which might occur in the laboratories.
are a conference room on the first floor, two chem- On the basement floor is the front of the new
ical engineering graduate assistants' study rooms auditorium, which towards the rear gradually
on the second floor and a liberal arts chemistry rises through the next or ground floor. This main
assistants' room on the third floor. lecture room which seats four hundred people,

The service facilities begin in the basement contains the latest motion-picture and lecture fa-
where there is a receiving room connected with cilities. The lecture podium bears a table fitted
University Avenue by a driveway through an with outlets for gas, hot water, cold water, dis-
oversized doorway. This room, which is used for tilled water, compressed air, suction, vacuum, 110
a temporary storage room, contains a fireproof volt alternating current, 110 volt direct current,
storage room for inflammable materials. The fire- and from 2 to 40 volts at 2 volt intervals. The
proof room is under the cement terrace, entirely table is also provided with relays into the projec-
separate from the building. To minimize the fire tion booth and two preparation rooms and with a
hazards as much as possible, there is not even an microphone connected to a thirty watt amplifier.
electric switch in the room. .On the opposite side The microphone probably will be little used since
of the receiving room is a freight elevator equip- any voice above a whisper utte-red behind the ta-
ped with two doors, one opening on the corridors ble can be heard throughout the entire auditorium
and one into the receiving room and into the stock without reverberation. The semi-indirect light-
rooms on the floors above. The transporting of ing system is superb in that it completely floods
equipment as it enters the building to the stock the auditorium with thirty foot-candles, which
rooms will be greatly facilitated by this arrange- closely approximates daylight. An overhead
mente spotlight, which can be directed on any work re-

NEW EQUIPMENT qUi~ing extra illumination, is also included in the
equipment.

The main shop on the ground floor in the old On either side of the platform are preparation
building will be equipped with new woodworking rooms, each containing a movable table, which will
machines, shaper and two upright drills. On the be used to convey demonstration apparatus to the
third floor are a solution room, a chemical prepa- auditorium. In the rear of the auditorium is a
ration room and a chemical stock room. This lat- projection booth, which has a stationary and a
ter room, which is equipped with numerous cab- portable stereoptican, a record reproducer and a
inets and shelves for storing chemicals and 16 mm. motion picture projector constructed for
equipment, contains two windows through the cor- use with a sound track. The screen, which is
ridor wall, over whose counters the chemicals and 9 by 12 feet, is behind the lecture table.
apparatus may be dispensed to students. On the The building itself is of steel and re-enforced
fourth and top floor is the ventilating equipment. concrete construction and is fireproof throughout.
A separate acid-proof, rubber lined blower system The exterior brick matches that with which the
with stainless steel blades in the fans is used for old chemistry building was finished. The interior
ventilating the laboratories. Here also is a still lighting is indirect in most cases. Since air con-
room containing a new water still of 40 gallons ditioning is very expensive to operate in this
per hour capacity, condenser, cooler, two 200 gal- changeable climate, steam radiators are used in-
Ion storage tanks and distribution system, and two stead with a continuous tempered and filtered air
old water stills of 20 gallons per hour and 5 gal- / ventilating system to augment them.
Ions per hour capacity respectively, which may be Most of the designing of the building, ideas for
used as a reserve. A hydrogen sulfide generating new equipment and working out the many con-
room, an acid preparation room and a large chem- veniences and economies which will aid greatly in
ical stock room occupy the rest of this floor. the value and usefulness of the building has been

The library on the second floor has considerable done through the efforts of members of the Chem-
more stack room, which is necessary to store the ical Engineering Department in collaboration
Mathematics Department's books. Across from with the architects, Harry Hake and Harry Hake,
the library are three seminar rooms, which con- Jr., and the contractor, The Marcus Construction
tain tables for study and shelves for storing Company. After the students start to use the
chemicals. Also on this floor is a first' aid room. building, they will realize that the laboratory and
A private office in this room contains a lavatory class room facilities are equal to those of any other
and shower set off, a surgeon's examining table, engineering school.
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CHEMISTRY IN LIFE
Martin Littmann, Ch.E. '41

Hormones. poisonous organic compounds secreted from ductless

glands in the body. have the power to either destroy the life of a

human being or virtually recreate it. Their successful application

by medical science in the treatment of disease has been miraculous.

THE average individual hardly suspects that he described as a "poor, feeble-minded, toad-like
is a walking chemical plant, whose vital work caricature of humanity." The secretion of this

depends on the smooth functioning of small gland "regulates the speed of living" and spells
chemical producers that pour their products di- the difference between a hideous form of im-
rectly into the blood stream. These chemical pro- becility and a sane and normal life.
ducers are the ductless glands. Even though the It was in 1915 that- Dr. E. C. Kendall of the
effect of the secretion of these glands has long Mayo Foundation first published a method of iso-
been noted, their existence was not even suspected lating the active constituent of the thyroid gland,
until quite recently. Hormones (meaning excit- thyroxine, by alkaline hydrolysis of the gland it-
ers) are entirely chemical in nature, being pois- self. He accumulated, however, only 33 grams of
onous organic compounds of remarkable potency. pure hormone from the painstaking treatment
In amounts which a delicate analytical balance of some three tons of gland. The scarcity of the
cannot even detect, hormones can completely alter hormone set investigators to work on improved
a human being - can even destroy his life or vir- methods of extraction. Harrington, of the Uni-
tually recreate it. To be able to understand and versity College of London, increased the early
control the production of these hormones offers yields of .0011 per cent to .027 per cent,
tremendous possibilities in relieving the suffering After the early workers were able to isolate the
of mankind. Already, experimental research has pure, crystalline hormone, efforts were bent im-
been begun on human beings after years of tedi- mediately towards determining the actual chem-
ous work with lower animals. As a result, won- ical constitution of the substance with the purpose
derful benefits have been harvested, some of which in mind of synthesizing their newly discovered
are available to everyone. compound. To accomplis-h this aim required care-

ful and time consuming syntheses and analyses
THYROID GLAND of many organic compounds, derived from and

Although not the longest known, but perhaps similar to thyroxine. Today the synthesis of thy-
the gland with which most of us are acquainted, roxine is a common fact, although many other
is the thyroid gland. It is shaped much as a hormones found in the human body have yet to
winged maple seed and lies across the windpipe, be identified.
just in front of it. Enlargement of the gland to Even before the synthesis of thyroxine, the nat-
an obvious extent causes the well-known malfor- ural extract was used with wonderful success in
mation, goiter. Goiter, however, is not always the treatment of cretenism and myxedema. In
apparent in thyroid disturbances. Over activity 1920, the first patient treated for myxedema died.
of the gland makes a person worn out from the For 29 years, daily doses of the extract had stood
constant physical urge to over activity. Under- between him and a living death. In his darkened
activity of the gland from birth results in a form brain, the light had been made to shine once more
of inherited idiocy known as cretinism. When and a coarse, stupid "caricature of humanity" had
the thyroid gland of an adult goes on a strike, R been restored to his birthright. Virtual miracles
malady known as myxedema converts an other- have been wrought with thyroid extract. Now
wise normal individual into what one writer has with the synthesis of thyroxine, these benefits can
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become available to all. known. Two observers have reported its pres-
In pairs, located on each side of the thyroid, ence in the blood of various animals. Recently,

are minute, seemingly unimportant structures, in Germany, a substance called synthalin has been
but little larger than grains of wheat. They are prepared which possesses some of the essential
the parathyroids. In the beginnings of modern properties of insulin. Whether this new product
surgery, these glands were occasionally removed can be used successfully as an auxiliary to the in-
by accident. But the unfortunate victim always sulin supply has not yet been definitely estab-
died, a martyr to science. Death was accompanied lished.
by a form of convulsions known as tetany. We have all read of the deadly poison with

which the natives of the Upper Amazon tip their
PARATHYROID ISOLATION arrows, a poison so violent that the slightest

The parathyroid hormone was first isolated in scratch will kill the largest animal in a few min-
1925 by the acid hydrolysis of the parathyroids utes. This poison is adrenalin, obtained from the
of an ox, injections of which raised the blood cal- glands of a certain toad. In man, the adrenals,
cium level of dogs. Since then several methods or suprarenal bodies, located just above each kid-
have been developed for preparing extracts con- ney, secrete and pour this chemical into the blood
taining the hormone. Although the parathyroid in the proportion of about one part in a billion
hormone is essential to life, still very little is parts of arterial blood. Its larger secretion in
known of the hormone or its relation to Vitamin times of emergency stimulates the whole system
D which produces similar effects. It has been to action. It excites the nervous system, releases
suggested that the increase of the calcium level energy, steels the muscles, stops the secretion of
in blood is a combined function of the hormone saliva and other digestive juices, quickens the
and Vitamin D. The functions of hormones and heart beat, opens the sweat glands, and makes the
vitamins appear to resemble each other closely hair stand on end. It bucks us up and makes us
and their specific effects have not yet been de- ready for a fight. Under its influence, brave men
termined. rise to lofty heights and cowards take on the qual-

Perhaps no more dramatic discovery in medi- ities of heroes. It is a potent factor in producing
cine has been made within the last decade than mob psychology. The adrenals have rightly been
the preparation of the pancreatic extract, insulin, named the glands of "fear and courage."
which can be used with success in treating dia- Not until 1855 did physicians suspect any in-
betes. In 1885, Minkowski, one of the earliest fluence whatever of the adrenal glands upon the
workers in this field, definitely established the fact human organism. In 1897, Dr. John Abel of John
that the removal of the pancreas in dogs produced Hopkins University, succeeded in isolating the
a condition similar to diabetes in man. I-Iowever, active principle of these glands, adrenalin, in the
he had no success in prepar-ing extracts for re- form of a derivative. The Japanese chemist,
placement therapy in man. In 1921, a systematic J. Takamine, later obtained the principle itself in
investigation of the subject was made by Banting pure crystal form. As a result, it is now a com-
in Canada. By 1923 he could report benefits in mon article of manufacture.
fifty cases. He mentions, "The patient becomes
conscious of increasing strength before the end of USE OF ADRENALIN
the first week. Hunger is replaced by appetite, Injected into the blood in extremely dilute so-
thirst is lessened, edema disappears in about ten lutions, adrenalin produces much the same effects
days, and a considerable amount of physical as does its natural production in times of emerg-
vigor is restored." ency. Applied ex.ternally to a bleeding wound,

Insulin controls the liberation of starch in the adrenalin stops the hemorrhage instantly, thus
form of sugar by the kidneys. When the amount enabling the surgeon to perform bloodless opera-
of insulin is insufficient or absent, there is no con- tions. It stimulates and strengthens the heart
trol, and the liver gives up the sugar so rapidly action, thus making it invaluable in the treatment
that the tissues can neither store it nor oxidize it. of pneumonia and in preparing greatly weakened
The resultis that the unchanged sugar passes off or aged patients to withstand 'the shock of an op-
through the kidneys as waste, and the body is eration. One of its greatest blessings is its power
deprived of the energy it should receive from its to counteract the spasms of acute bronchial
most nourishing and vital form of food. The asthma.
physical effects of this condition constitute dia- Hidden away at the base of the skull, in a little
betes. bony receptacle is the pituitary gland, which,

The structure of the insulin molecule is un- despite its diminutive proportions, is responsible
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alike for the giant of the circus side-show and the some precision. The hormones .a~e e~iminated
typical fat boy, large of size and flabby muscled. from both sexes, normal woman eliminating about
Overactivity of one lobe results in such monstros- three times as much as man. ~lth?ugh the con-
ities as have filled the long line of world famous centration of pregnant woman IS high (over 100
giants, while the misfunctioning of the other lobe times that of man), the richest source i~ the stal-
interferes with the normal development of the sex lion with a concentration over 1000 times that
organs and impairs the action of vital processes. of ma~. One of the hormones, e~triol, has been
From the latter, two investigators have isolated found In even the lower forms of life as the pussy
an extract so powerful that when diluted with willow.
twenty billion parts of water, the active hormone STERIOD GROUP
contained in it will cause muscle suspended in the Some seven estrogenic hormones have been iso-
solution to contract. It is of especial value in lated from urine and tissues of the genital sys-
overcoming lack of muscular to?icity.and. the ac- tern and apparently there are more. All are crys-
co~panying hemorrhag: followmg. chIld.blrth. It talline phenolics belonging to a group of organic
stimulates muscular action of the mtestmes after compounds with the jaw-breaking name of cyclo-
abdominal operations and increases the blood pentaper hydrophenanthrene or steroid group.
pressure in cases of shock. In all cases the dose Due to the structural similarity among these com-
~s exceedingly ~inute. .Among !he other. distress- pounds, cholesterol might be considered as the
mg effects of misbehavior of this gl~n.d IS ~ form single parent substance from which all sex hor-
of epileptic fit. However, the administration of mones could be derived. Estrogenic activity is
artificially .prepared pit~itary sUbstance~ h~s been affected' by other substances present. in testes or
found to gIve great relief, as well as reinvigorat- other animal organs. Evaluation of the physical
ing the entire system. action of these hormones on human beings will

No less .than twenty-f?ur pituitary hormo?es require years before knowledge is complete as
have been Isolated by varIOUS workers. The pitu- that for castrated rats. Sometimes the seeming
itary gland not only co.ntrols growth a.nd. sexual miracles wrought by these magic substances de-
development, but upon ItS proper functioning de- ceive the investigator, and do not appear in every
pends the balance of all the ~ther ductless glands. patient. Also, in studying the effects of hor-
In fact, all of the glands so vitally depend on each mones the entire physical and psychological
other that the disturbing of one upsets the entire status' of the patient must be examined for long
delicate balance. periods before and after treatment if accurate

SEX HORMONES knowledge of hormone effects is to be obtained.
.. .. · . . Very recently one of the hormones called estrogen

Originating m the anterior lobe of the pituitary has been found to be of wonderful benefit in
gland. is the gaon~dotr?pic hormone. Th~ h.or- minimizing the suffering of many women in the
mone IS so named smce It controls the. functioning menopause period. This hormone is not the an-
of the gonads or sex glands. ThIS has been swer to the search for the fountain of youth, but
shown by removal of the pituitary gland and the it slows and beautifies the setting sun of old age.
injection of extra?ts. The three most import~nt Many synthetic compounds have been made
hormones (accordmg to recent knowledge) WhICh whose male hormone activity equals or exceeds
are present in the human body are: that of naturally occurring compounds. These

Alpha Estradiol-Ovarian hormone causing might also deserve the name hormones. The diffi-
estrus. culty of establishing the exact nature of a hor-

Progesterone-"Corpus luteum" hormone mone thus becomes evident. The physical nature
' necessary for pregnancy. and chemical properties of a group of hormones

Testosterone-Testicular hormone in male. with similar physical activity cannot sharply be
In the female organs a periodic change occurs defined.

which varies somewhat from species to species. The viewpoint of early investigators that hor-
As the result of the influence of the estrogenic mones and. vitamins are highly specific is no longer
hormone, the female is brought to a state (estrus) tenable. Many of the hormones, as for example
during which time she will mate. In animals the sex hormones, have been shown to be closely
such as mice and guinea pigs estrus is accom- resemblant structurally. The hormones appear
panied by easily recognizable changes in their to be derived either from protein or cholesterol
vaginas. By use of this phenomenon a compari- and might be considered as metabolic substances
son of the concentration of estrogenic hormone in indispensable to the normal progress of life pro-
urines of various animals can be determined with cesses. '-
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SOME ELECTRICAL PRO BLEMS
Prof. A. M. Wilson

Head. Department of Electrical Engineering .

Since the early days of the telegraph and the incandescent lamp, problems of efficiency in elec-
trical systems have confronted engineers. The most serious of these have been solved but. for the
engineer who would test his ingenuity, there still remain many on which he can exercise his energy.

THIS article may not be of great interest to stu- one thousand times the voice energy. By apply-
dents of electrical engineering, but it is hoped ing this principle in the Schreeve repeater, and by

that it may be of some interest to those who have boosting the energy at much shorter intervals
not had occasion to give serious consideration to than five hundred miles on open wire lines, a lim-
the technical problems which have been solved and ited range of toll telephone service was developed.
are being considered in the rendering of the many The invention of the grid controlled tube by
forms of electrical service. No attempt will be DeForest opened up entirely new vistas for the
made to give exact figures. The numbers used will telephone as well as for radio. Now, with prop-
be sufficiently approximate to give reasonably fair erly designed circuits for use with electron tubes,
perspective. there seems to be almost no limit to what can be

We might begin with telephone service. The done with the human voice, or the extent to which
average 'person can have satisfactory telephone it can be simulated and duplicated.
service when the electric power in the voice cur- Anyone who has occasion to drive over highway
rents is one one hundred-thousandth of a watt. It U. S. 40, east of Pittsburgh, will see very heavy
would be possible to transmit such a message cables mounted on short, heavy poles. They are
about five hundred miles over a high-grade copper long distance telephone toll cables. At intervals
line if one-tenth of a watt were supplied at the these cables enter and leave large steel receptacles.
sending end. This means that power supplied at These receptacles contain what are called loading
the sending end would be ten thousand times the coils, which give the telephone wires the necessary
power received. From the standpoint of electrical characteristics for satisfactory service. All this
efficiencies such results are very poor. The would be practically impossible if it were not for
amount of power involved is negligible, but the the invention of DeForest. The repeater stations
overhead charges on the equipment and the cost containing amplifier tube circuits are spaced about
of the engineering and other service required to forty or fifty miles apart and the input to a section
produce, maintain and operate telephone equip- of one of these lines is only about two hundred
ment are the chief factors in the cost of telephone and fifty times the output.
service. But if we tried to extend the range of a Here is a quotation from an editorial in an issue
telephone message far enough, the cost of power of the London Electrician in 1884:
and the equipment to produce it would be an in- "On the seventh of March, 1876, U. S. Letters
surmountable obstacle without the application of Patent 174465 were issued to Alexander Graham
engineering. For instance if the input at the Bell, for an 'improvement in telegraphy.' The
beginning of every five hU~dred miles had to be i~ventor was .pr~ctical:y unknown in electric~l

. . CIrcles, and hIS invention was looked upon, If
ten thousand times the power delivered, then to indeed any notice at all was taken of it, as utterly
transmit a telephone message two thousand miles valueless. In fact, we do not believe that a single
would require one hundred million kilowatts. person however well versed in telegraphy or elec-
Since the total public utility generating capacity tricity, could have been found who would have
of the United States is about thirty-five million given a hundred dol~ars. for the patent within

. . . . .• three months after ItS Issue. We very much
kilowatts, It IS very evident that engmeermg has doubt if it could now be purchased for twenty-five
been necessary for our telephone toll lines. million dollars. It is probably by far the most

Before the advent of electronic devices, toll tele- valuable patent that has ever been issued."
phone engineers generally used what they called The telephone itself, the combination of trans-
the "Schreeve" repeater for long distance trans- mitter and receiver, has been improved during the
mission. This was based upon the operation of a years since 1884, but there has been no funda-
local battery transmitter. The variations in air mental change in either of the two parts. The im-
pressure exerted by the voice against the trans- portant changes have been in the circuits and
mittel" diaphragm cause variations in resistance equipment used with the telephone instruments.
in the local battery circuit; so that the electrical These changes have been almost continuous. The
energy furnished by the battery is, roughly, about latest change under consideration, so far as the
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writer knows, is the use of concentric cable which "Acts of God." Lightning was one of these "Acts
will transmit a carrier frequency range of more of God." Recently the American Institute of Elec-
than a million cycles per second. By filtering them trical Engineers published a fifteen-hundred-page
out in four thousand cycle groups, it would be volume dealing with studies of lightning during
possible, at least theoretically, to carryon two the past twenty years. In this long .study of light-
hundred and fifty conversations simultaneously ning it is interesting to follow the steady increase
over such a cable. Since this cable is of the order of knowledge concerning the phenomena of light-
of magnitude of one half inch in outside diameter, ning, and the accumulations of experimental data,
it could replace a good deal of ordinary lead cov- until at the end of the volume it is shown that a
ered cable. The telephone and associated equip- lightning-proof power transmission line is merely
ment have traveled fast and far since March, 1876. a matter of economics. Apparently, lightning is

An excellent example of an engineering appli- no longer an "Act of God"; it has become a prob-
cation of the law of superposition is in the use of lem in engineering economics. This does not mean
carrier frequency on high voltage power lines for that the problem is an extremely simple one.
transmitting messages and control signals. Be- ENERGY IN HARNESS
tween Cincinnati and Dayton are two lines which Boulder Dam is about two hundred and sixty
transmit, let us say, ten thousand kilowatts each, miles from its nearest large market, the urban dis-
sixty cycles per second. Superposed upon this is trict of Los Angeles and vicinity. At present there
somewhere about five watts of, say, sixty thousand are two transmission lines about three hundred
cycles per second; and superposed upon this power feet apart transmitting about three hundred 'thou-
at sixty thousand cycles per second, and modulat- sand horsepower.
ing it, is the two thousand cycle range of frequen- Nearly everyone has heard "The Ride of the
cies generally used for the ordinary business con- Valkyries" either as part of a Wagner Ring ser-
versation. ies, or as a popular or radio concert selection. The

It has been generally known for many years music is certainly thrilling. Apparently there
.that light travels in free space with a speed of were nine of these Valkyries, including Brunhilde.
nearly one hundred and eighty-six thousand miles If nine Valkyries on horses carrying eight dead
per second. Such a statement does not convey a heroes and one heroine to Valhalla could produce
very effective impression to the average mind. A such dramatic effects, what should be the effect
statement to the effect that this means a velocity produced by three hundred thousand horses dash-
of about nine hundred and eighty feet in one mil- ing from Boulder Dam to Los Angeles with nearly
lionth of a second is not much more effective. the speed of light, to bring all the forms of con-
While the efficiency of a telephone circuit is very venience and comfort associated with electric
low, the efficiency of a high-grade power line is service? Well, that is probably too much of a
very high; so that energy dashes along the trans- problem. But suppose these nine Valkyries were
mission lines between Cincinnati and Dayton with required to stop in one tenth of a second, without
a velocity of about nine hundred feet in one mil- any previous notice. What would happen to the
lionth of a second. Since the poles supporting the orchestra? How could it be stopped? It would be
conductors of the Cincinnati-Dayton line are about much easier to tell what would happen to the line
ninety feet apart, in one millionth of a second, any carrying the three hundred thousand horsepower
electrical impulse, whether due to legitimate from Boulder Dam to Los Angeles. The chance of
power, or a marauding lightning impulse, will something happening to both lines at the same
traverse ten pole spaces in about one millionth of instant is very remote. Trouble on one line would
a second. The magnetic and electric fields associ- immediately relieve the magnetic or electric stress
ated with such a traveling wave are not amenable on the other. The line in trouble would be cut
to variation due to even relatively small changes loose from the circuit in just about one tenth of a
in the arrangement of the conductors, so that second, and the people of Los Angeles and vicinity
many of what seem to be irrational vagaries of would never know what was going on. The auto-
lightning, when thoroughly understood, would be matic control of the switches which would per-
known as effects produced by local conditions. form this operation would be due to high-fro-

It is not so many years ago that responsible quency carrier superposed upon the power cur-
business firms would include in the printing on rent, and waiting to function automatically.
their stationery the statement that all agreements It is just about sixty years since Thomas A.
into which they entered were subject to change Edison succeeded in making an incandescent lamp
due to unavoidable difficulties they might encoun- consisting of a carbon filament totally inclosed in
ter, such as strikes, wars, floods, fires and other a glass envelope. In these sixty years very great
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changes have taken place.' In the heyday of his on this subject won him the prize for a first paper
success in developing the "Edison System," he in the Second District of the American Institute
claimed that he could hire mathematicians, but no of Electrical Engineers. This district includes
mathematician could hire him. This was a very Ohio, West Virginia and Pennsylvania. One of
conservative statement so 'far as Edison was con- the interesting uses of Mr. Herweh's stroboscope
cerned. But as the years passed, it developed that was in the studies of the motions of microscopic
improvements in the incandescent lamp were due, forms of life. By the means of this device it was
not merely to mathematicians and physicists, but possible to study the details of motions which
to 'mathematicians 'and physicists so organized were periodic.
that their reasoning and' experimentation could be After Mr. Herweh, E. F. King used the open-
combined effectively. arc stroboscope in a study of the stresses in ob-

, EARLY LIGHTING EXPERIMENTS jects in motion. While the first impression might
The newest developments in lighting, the use of be that this is primarily a study of strength of

fluorescent materials to change the ultra violet materials, the heart of the problem lay in the' use
energy of ionized gas or- vapor into visible radia- of electrical and optical devices in combination to
tion brings to mind some of the very beginnings geta definite result. The results obtained are very
of electrical experimentation. In the seventeenth interesting and indicate that the open-arc type of
century, Otto von Guericke was interested in both stroboscope has possibilities.
electric machines and air pumps. On one occasion In the meantime, Carl Grinstead, one of the
he described the glow in an evacuated bottle which electrical engineering graduates, while doing
he had connected to his very rudimentary electric graduate work in connection with the General
machine. This information was not forgotten, be- Motors Corporation, used his skill in the use 'of
cause Boyle interested the court of Charles the electro~ic devices to make a rather remarkable
Second and Benjamin Franklin attended demon- demonstration of the relations between the pul-
strations showing the effect of ionizing partial sating forces in gasoline engines and their vibra-
vacua. Von Guericke's glowing vacuum preceded tions.
Sir Humphrey Davy's electric arc by about a cen- Some years ago, Carl Gieringer, while an under-
tury. Now we are coming back to the glow dis- graduate, made a study of electric clock motors.
charge made most effective by the application of Then, while a graduate student, he worked on the
fluorescent materials. The future of electric construction of a means for accurately dividing
lighting will be much more colorful than the past. the voltage in extremely high frequency circuits.
Before the advent of lamps using ionized sodium He presented a paper describing an instrument
and mercury vapor, and ionized vapors and gases he developed in connection with this work, which
in combination with fluorescent material, colorful won him an Institute Prize.
lighting, as obtained from incandescent lamps, And just this last year J. C. Rodgers won an
was very expensive. Now yellows and greens and Institute Prize in the Second District by a paper
colors approaching the hue of red can be obtained he presented describing some work on the auto-
with less wattage than that necessary for the un- matic speed control of a direct-current motor.
modified incandescent lamp. This problem- was the direct result of his experi-

Probably a brief reference to the work of sev- ence on his cooperative job.
eral of our recent electrical engineering graduates ABU'NDANCE OF PROBLEMS
would be effective in indicating a small part of It appears then that there is no end to electrical
the range of activity in electrical engineering. problems, and that it is much easier to find prob-
First, let us consider Winston Kock. When the lems than to find answers. From Von Guericke
time came to choose a thesis problem, he indicated and Boyle to the elaborate research organizations
a desire to compare. the halformanten theory of of our large manufacturing companies; from Bell
music, with the recognized Helmholtz theory. In to the comprehensive research organization of the
the pursuit of this study some of the effects he Bell System; from the wide field of cooperative
produced Indicated that it might be possible to experience to the rather limited equipment but
produce organ tones with purely electronic devices enthusiastic personnel of the Electrical Engineer-
and circuits. For his further work along this line, ing Department of the University of Cincinnati,
he obtained his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. including the students-there always have been

Then, A. C. Herweh decided to see to what ex- problems to fit all conditions and to furnish
tent it would be possible to find instantaneous po- abundant opportunity for the exercise of energy
sitions of objects in motion by means of a metallic and ingenuity. Let us hope that this 'condition
arc. The work he did and the paper he presented will' continue indefinitely.
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ALUMNUS AT WORK
Edwin Alieni C.E. 140

At the beginning of this century urban Ameri ca felt the acute need -for more efficient ad-
ministration of its municipal government. 0 ne of the devices which has elevated this type
of political institution to a more proqressive level is the city manager form of government.

CHARLES A. HARRELL (C.E. '24) has
achieved a unique place in the affairs of mu-

nicipal government. After gaining helpful; ex-
perience as the executive assistant to the first City
Manager of Cincinnati, Col. C. O. Sherrill, he has
successively been city manager of Binghamton,
New York, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Schenectady,
New York. The latter position he still holds.

Upon receiving a B.A. degree from Randolph'

Appealing illustration of a city's humanitarian activities-
diptheria inoculation at a public clinic.

Macon College in Ashland Virginia, Mr. Harrell
became a high school principal and teacher. But
soon a restlessness impelled him to shift from
teaching mathematics to economics. In 1920 he
received the degree of Master of Arts (Economics
and Business Administration) at Columbia Uni-
versity. Again this eager desire to accomplish
aims as well as to preach them urged 'him to make
avital decision. He decided to come to Cincinnati
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in 1920, at the age of twenty-seven, to enroll as a
freshman civil engineering student, because here
he could acquire both practical experience and a
sound knowledge of basic engineering principles.

Though he completed the five years' scholastic
work in four, his stay at the University was re-
plete with extra-curricular activities. He edited
the COOPERATIVEENGINEER,debated with the uni-
versity team, became a member of Tau Beta Pi,
and even found' time to teach '..night' school, The
fields of city planning, utility valuation and in-
dustrial promotion, the latter with the Chamber
ofCommerce, provided his co~op experience. Two
years after graduation, he was awarded a fellow-
ship at Syracuse University, where he received
his Master of . Science in Public Administration,
After a period "of several months with the Na-
tional Institute of Public Administration, he ac-
cepted the position under Colonel Sherrill.' Rarely
has trainingbeen so perfectly fitted to the task to
be undertaken.

REQUIREMENTS

Just what is required of a man for the position
of city manager? And what does his work in-
clude? Let us 'see. When the City. -Council of
Cincinnati was searching for a new manager to
succeed C. A. Dykstra, the following character-
istics were considered essential:

1. Sound, accurate and searching judgment .of
projects and people.

2. Ability to. contact and deal with the public.

3. Training iii municipal or, governmental
affairs.

4. Engineering skill and business acumen.

5. Ability to arouse a helpful spirit of coopera-
tion and enthusiasm in subordinates.

6. Ability to represent the city and its inter-
ests in the public forum.

That is a big order! The resolution by Bingham-
ton's council, for the acceptance of his resignation
as City Manager; supports the statement that
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CRIME. RATE 1938
MAJOR CRIMES PER 100.000 POPULATION

NATIONAL

AVERAGE ttt!!!!!!tttttSCHENECTADY

EACH, SYMBOL REPRESENTS 150 MAJOR CRIMES

The dramatized graph is an effective tool to
present municipal facts and figures.

Manager Harrell satisfies these requirements re-
markably well.

Probably no business or other organization,
with the exception of the Federal government, has
such a ramification of interests as does the mod-
ern large city. The management of a municipal
corporation must be concerned with organization,
budgeting, accounting and finance, law, public
works' engineering and maintenance, city plan-
ning, building regulations, public safety" health,
welfare, recreation, education, personnel, insur-
ance and investments and publicity, to mention
only the highlights.

Some managers are allowed to .choose several
of their immediate subordinates and then set up
the organizational arrangement they desire to use.
Many of them do not possess such freedom, but,
as revealed by Manager Harrell's report, various
changes were made to meet new conditions or to
correct the errors of past administrations. in
Schenectady. For example, various engineering

, and public works bureaus were consolidated into
one department with an administrative saving of
$9,000. The creation of a department of parks
and recreation and a department of, finance,
.which abolished 'the offices of comptroller and
treasurer, resulted in additional savings.

ECONOMIC RESPONSIBiliTIES
The manager is responsible for the preparation

of .a budget and for the economical operation of
the city services. Certainly, then, he must have
information that is accurate and up to the minute.
Strange as it may appear to business students,
most cities do not know where they stand finan-
cially. Relatively few use or even know the
meaning of the term "unencumbered balances,"
which funds are that part of a city's funds over
and above the sum of the city's outstanding obli-
gations. Hence, at election time the citizens often
hear of "surplus" without perceiving the truth.
They then wonder why the city is ."in the red" so
soon after election when the unpaid and deferred
bills come in for payment.

Under the manager's direction many important
budgetary and purchasing procedures were in-
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augurated in Schenectady, including several of
particular interest. Six hundred thousand dollars
of delinquent assessments were collected through
business-like methods, billing for taxes was insti-
tuted, accrual accounting and daily financial re-
porting were' begun, and purchasing procedure,
which saved money on bulk buying, was set in
motion. Seven hundred dollars was saved on sta-
tionery alone through standardization, and five
thousand dollars was realized by taking advantage
of cash discounts. The reductions in the costs of
office supplies by quantity purchases, warehous-
ing, "'and a "revolving purchasing fund" were
thirty per cent. Centralized purchasing has been
the means of controlling expenditures and guard-
ing the budget of one and a half million dollars
under Manager Harrell's direction.

MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

Every town, whether it is so small that the word
"city" hardly describes it, or whether it is a bust-
ling metropolis of millions, has street and build-
ing maintenance problems to solve. The citizens
of a well-kept city take for granted the modern,
efficient disposal of refuse and garbage, andjn
Schenectady a huge 210-ton incinerator has,!>~~n

~~ri~h"
erected for this purpose."~~

·A Bureau of Traffic and City Planning was
created which links these two closely related sub-
jects in a unique manner for the approach to the
solution of their mutual problems. It has been the
observation of those familiar with traffic problems
that the chief difficulties today are the city lay ...
outs, ill-suited for motor traffic because of narrow
thoroughfares and short blocks, with serious in ...
terference between through and intra-city traffic .
If that is so, it may be wise to join the task of
planning with that of traffic. This innovation will
deserve watching.

The manager must comprehend the techniques
involved in fire and police work so that these
services are properly armed to carry out their
assignments. He must also have-an appreciation
of public temperament and the natural reactions
to policemen performing the delicate task of en-
forcing law and order successfully. Manager
Harrell has provided the Schenectady police with
two-way radio, resulting in marked operating
economies 'and increased efficiency of personnel,
Calls are now answered within a maximum time
of three minutes, most of them within a very few
seconds. By reducing "soft" Jobs at fire depart-
ment headquarters the active fire-fighting forces
were increased without new personnel. The com-
bined effectiveness of training with a new drill
tower, better equipment and increased fire preven-
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"Before" and lIafter" pic-
tures or "dotted in" shots
like the one to the right
highlight constructive pro-
gress.

tion work has reduced that city's fire losses to a nectady civil employees better servers of the pub-
new low. . . lie. The spirit of fairness in management has

Health problems are associated with aggrega- brought about a series of benefits to the employees,
tion of humanity. Though receiving little notice including vacations with pay, sick leave and re-
the sanitary inspectors, health clinics and the de- tirement fund improvements. Job classification
partment of health probably do more than any and salary standardization upon an annual salary
other single activity to preserve the precarious ex- basis will remove inequalities and further aid in
istence of closely-assembled humanity than the reducing turnover in the civil service. I

average citizen suspects. Schenectady's already Few cities exist which do not own a utility for
good record has been improved markedly since public service such as a water works. In big
the manager's arrival. This is testimony to the cities this is really a large scale business and is
fact that the importance of health work is not lost another of the diverse fields the manager must
on the new management nor on the community master!
agencies concerned in keeping up this high stand- The very essence of democracy is an intelligent
ard of attainment. citizenry. To cultivate an appreciation of the

Probably the greatest and most trying question municipal government's problems in the minds of
before municipalities today is that of welfare and the citizens, yearly reports have been issued. In-
relief. It is, first of all, a problem for which a . stead of the usual dull statements, the city manag-
technique was ill-developed. With the tremen- ers have enlivened the reports with the aid' of the
dous increase of cases of impoverishment in the photographer, and the use of clever charts. Their
last decade, this crudeness accentuated the social business-like method of deriving unit costs and
problem. Schenectady has had the excellent record per capita figures has become a matter of every-
of continually reducing overhead administration day good managerial practice. The city manag-
cost from twenty-two per cent to twelve per cent er's report is such a highlight that cities compete
of the total expenditures while handling more than for recognition of the best written report.
double the cases of two years ago.

A prominent manager once told the writer that CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
it is his policy to give the police the necessary Cit t ti fi d ith ! t h ld

-. 0 1Y managers are no sa IS e WI JUs 0-money to operate efficiently. He then spends hIS ° 0 b F th to th t th I
° • I· k d to It ° hi mg a JO. rom e ime a e manager p antime In pianmng par s an recrea ion. IS IS fi t d t b th 0 • to. 0 0 rs seeme 0 e more an a unIque experlmen

belief that there IS no better way to keep hIS police th has exist d th Cit M ' A 0 too 0 ere as eXlse elY anagers ssocla Ion.
budget down. That C. A. Harrell IS a man of SIm- It' h d tId th f iti ith IIo · 0 0 0 as serve 0 ea e way or CI Ies WI ailar opimon IS shown by the creation of a new de- O. .

t t t Of ti d k k d forms of government toward Improved practice Inpar men 0 um y recrea Ion an par wor an th 0 f · 1ft t d tho . 0 0 e SCIence 0 governIng. n ac, 0 ay e
the selection of an advisory commission on recrea- Unit d St t h d G dEl d itonI e . a es as passe ermany an ng an In
IOFn. ff to kIt 0 theoretical municipal management and govern-or e ec Ive wor , a ong- erm program IS es- - .

to I t th t fessi L· k d ment techniques, Unfortunately we do not havesen Ia 0 e managemen pro esslon. In e 0 o. .
ith 0 th tt f it I a very wide acceptance of these principles In prac-WI every program IS e rna er 0 capI a ex- . . . . .

dit LOk t vciti S h t d tice, There are only 629 cities WIth CIty managerpen 1 ures, 1 e mos CI ies c enec a y was . .
d I b d d with d bt d th t b d t government and very few well-managed cities un-eep y ur ene WI e so eep a u ge s

o 0 .' • der other systems. The advancement of thewill Include an excessive amount for debt service th d ti h b o. t ib ti
th t d d Al d th d · 0 eoryan prac Ice as een a major con rr u Ionover e nex eca e. rea y e new a mInls- . . . 0

t ti h b I· hi h of the association whose publications were amongra Ion as egun a pay-as-you-go po ICY w IC .
b · I b fit t t the forerunners In the field. Some of them arerIngs we come ene S 0 axpayers. . . .

o 0 0 • so essential one wonders how cities could have
In like manner, every program IS tied up WIth f ti d lOth t th b - fit f theo . . \ unc lone proper y WI ou e· ene 0 ISthe personnel on each Job. Training schedules 'for d t h· I· f to
I· d fi · · t .. f th amasse ec mea In orma Ion.po Ice an remen, m-service raimng or 0 ers,

and night school for still others will make Sche- (Continued on Page 29)'
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CHARLES SMITH MONROE DUKE HELEN CROW

Art Editor Assistant Editor E-xchange Manager
CARL LoHREY DOUGLAS VEST MARTIN LITTMAN

Associate Editor ' Assistant Editor Photographer
PHILIP COHEN RUTH MUE,LLER RALPH ALLEN

Assistant Editor Alumnal Editor ' Advertising Manager
HARRIET KERSTING MARY ANDRES CURTIS BROWN
Publicity Manager Assistant Exchange Manager Assistant Circulation Manager

MARY RUSCHER MARVIN HELLER DAWN CORNElL
Assistant Exchange Manager Cut Librarian Aeeistont Circulation Manager

Assistants
PATRICIA BADE JACK FRIEDMAN EDWARD MILLER ~UTH SCHOENLING
MADELYN BAETZ MARTHA JANE HILDEBRAND RITA OBERMEYER GERALDINE SCHWARTZ
JANE BAILEY GERARD LOWENDICK LEROY PRYSE PARK SIEMER
HENRY EADS GERTRUDE MAUCH WILLIAM RANZ HARRIETT SPIESZ
RUTH EpPSTEIN VERA MAXSON VERNA RITC'HIE DELORES STEWART

NEW TRIBUNAL
IN December, 1938, the Engineering Tribunal re- creased to include the following:

quested Tau Beta Pi to appoint a committee to 1 T a an e II bli d - I_ . _ _ _ _ _ - 0 rr g co ege assem les an SOCIa
conduct a review of engmeermg activities, How- t h th C St d th E .-even s sue as e o-op ag an e ngi-
ard Hutzelman, Henry Krauskopf, Ruth Lehman, s' B II Th I - ddt -I f_ neer a _ e pannIng an e al s 0
Donald Montgomery, Donald Reik and Professors th ff - ld bdl'· t d tese a airs wou e e ega e 0 a com-
Herbert Dangel and Laurence Culver were se- itt - t d b th T ib I_ _ mI ee appOln eye rr una_
lected as members of this committee, After de- -
t -I d t d f th di t ib ti f t- it f d 2-To foster much closer relations among theai e s u y 0 e IS rt u Ion 0 ac IVIy ees an - --iid t- f th t d - th - ti professional engmeerrng groups both on andconsi era Ion 0 . e ren S In e orgaruza Ion if th

d f th ti iti th - toe campus,an scope 0 e ac IVI res, e commit ee con- _.
I d d th t - - f th - ti tl iti 3-To select the date and chairman for Co-opcue a some revision 0 e exis mg ac IVI res D

was advisable. aye _ _
Th C CI b f d I t

4-To appoint such committees as may become
e o-op u was oun no onger 0 serve

t- I I fIb - - necessary.any par ICUar y use u purpose ecause Its orig-
inal functions were being performed in the greatly It is evident from the above items that the work
increased activities of the departmental groups of the new Tribunal will be largely that of an
and clubs, The Committee therefore suggested executive nature. The formation of committees
that the Co-op Club be disbanded and its share of under the general control of the Tribunal is in-
the Engineering Activity Fee be distributed tended to free the latter from many details and
among the departmental groups, thereby emphasize its executive function, The se-

Since in the past few years many of the candi- lecting of committees responsible to only one au-
dates for Tribunal were known only to a few stu- thority, the Tribunal, has the additional merit of
dents, a new method for selecting members was unity of purpose and the advantage of engaging
recommended and adopted. The new Tribunal more individuals in active participation in student
will consist of representatives selected in the 1940 affairs.
spring elections by the Pre-junior and Junior men With the departmental groups coming into con-
of the aeronautical, chemical, civil, commercial, trol of the activities set-up, active and progressive
electrical, mechanical and business administra- leadership should be assured for a long period to
tion departments; one woman elected by the come. The men who control the departmental
women of the College; the president of the newly groups are the ones who are in contact with the
formed Freshman-Sophomore organization; 'and students and familiar with their wants and needs,
the "ex-officio" member from Student Council. Thus the Tribunal should be able to be of more

So that all engineering activities might be co- service to the student body by coordinating these
ordinated by the Tribunal, the Committee recom- groups and promoting a unified activity program.
mended that the dutiesiof the Tribunal be in- Everett Yelton
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Philip Seeskin and Robert Panien, E.E. 140

WHILE the year 1939 was marked by great ac- years. The business portion of the meeting con-
,tivity in the fraternal and professional or- sisted of a report by Harry Graham on the North

ganizations about the Quadrangle, the present Central Conference of Student Chapters held at
year promises to show a more extensive program Ohio State University on November 10th and
than ever before. The fact that the Senior Class 11th. Incidentally the responsibility of planning
has been in school full time since the first of the the program for Student Chapters for the Na-
year seems to give the needed impetus for the tional Convention of the Parent Society which
carrying out of an expanded program. That this will be held next fall in Cincinnati has been under-
will be no easy task is evidenced· by a considera- taken by the U. C. Chapter. The speaker of the
tion of events of the past semester. evening was Frank L. Raschig, U. C. graduate

The Chemical Engineers ever in the fore with and Di:vision Engineer of the State Highway ?e-
novel suggestions for solving the pressing prob- p.artment, who gave a short tal~ on th~ orgamza-
lems of "what to do with a Co-op's leisure time," tion of that body and e~ded WIth mOVIe~lms on
fell on their collective heads some time ago and as the safety aspect~.of highwa:y ,const:uction and
a result initiated the "Kick-off Klassic" and the the methods used In the Material Testing Labora-
"Pop-off Party." It is probable that the genius tory at Colun:bus.. .
represented in the above unique designations will The fuses In the Electrical Labor~tory h~VIng
soon be in evidence again with some truly dis- been blo;vn .and no replacements being available
tinctive name for the newly expanded Chemistry the E.E. s hied themselves forth to Sharon Woods
Building. where the "juice" was only protected by spigots.

h h·" ." An unusual announcement composed by Bert Hud-
W ~n t e ~he~Ical Jolly TImers were not son employing electrical symbols aroused such in-

haunting Stricker s Grove, they probably could terest that practically the entire membership of
~ave been fou~d. ~ither i.n the gymnasium ~or A.I.E.E. was present. Some of the more robust
intramural actIv~tles ~r In the Student Union members played football while others who thought
Game Room playing ping-pong. However a new the Red-Yank series was only practice were dem-
rendezvous has lately become popular as a result onstrating how a real world series should be
of the formation of the A.I.Ch.E. Bowling League. I d
!he Fre~hmen have shown superior ~~ill i~ "roll- p ti~d~r the direction of Professor W. C. Oster-
mg their troubles down the alley wh.Ile the brock of the E.E. faculty, operators of the Uni-
Upper-Classmen are content to confide their trou- versity short wave station have been organized
bles to Bacchus. into the W8YX Operators Club. Membership is

As the Chemistry Building grows, so does the open to anyone in the student body who holds a
scope of the activities sponsored by our young federal radio amateur license. During the few
chemical engineers. Their latest bid for a place months since its formation; this organization has
in the sun is the proposed publication of a "Who's done much to unify and systematize the operation
Who" of the Chemical Engineering Department. of' the station. Each operator now has a definite
Rated by the A.I.Ch.E. as another means to de- schedule. The station activities will increase
velop student activity, this book will contain the with the completion of a new 400 watt radiophone
names, addresses and other data concerning all transmitter on 14 megacycles. This brings the
the students in the Chemical Engineering Depart- number of transmitters to four with power in-
mente puts as high as a kilowatt. W8YX will soon

The Campus air has done much to improve the become a member of several interstate networks.
appetites of the Civil Engineers. Word has got- The "Co-Ep" Club held a banquet in the Union
ten around that these hardy sons of the outdoors Building in honor of freshmen cooperative stu-
have forsaken their instruments in order to map dents. After the dinner a, varied program was
out contours on T-Bone Steaks. The attendance presented with its theme as "Activities." Short
at the recent dinner meeting of the Student and skits were presented by members of various uni-
Parent Branch of A.S.C.E. was greater than-at versity organizations. Singing by a quartet from
any previous meeting during the past twelve the U. C. Girls Glee Club wound up the program.
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CHEMURGY BUILDS

A BUSINESS

Monroe Duke, Aero.E. 142
'--. ·_-~ ... ";'""'C;;,,;;;"";~~ _

-Cuts Courtesy Industrial and Engineering Chemistry

Cornstalk Insulating Board Coming from the Dryer.

THEY'LL take the farmer's products and they'll strife. A major advantage is that provisions will
turn them into anything from highways to be made for the profitable disposal of farm waste

safety glass. The chemurgists promise all this and by-products. This movement is also impor-
and more. They say they will put the farmer into tant to people in the cities where new jobs and
the business of supplying raw materials for the higher wages would produce widespread higher
factory and bring about a new age-this for the .standards of living. For these and other reasons,
American farmer. Uncle Sam sees much promise in the chemurgic

They have enlisted the aid of Uncle Sam, who is program.
sufficiently interested to spend millions to find out At the present time, the government is building
just what chemurgy can accomplish. He isinter- a million-dollar laboratory in each of the major
ested because the agricultural problem has been farm areas of the United States: north, south, east
affording him some of his biggest headaches for a and west. These laboratories, located at Peoria,
number of years-and for a very good reason. A Illinois; at New Orleans, Louisiana; at Philadel-
hundred years ago agriculture supplied about phia; and at San Francisco, California, will con-
four-fifths of the materials used in all parts of the centrate on finding new uses for the troublesome
world. Today, it is estimated, only one-third of crop surpluses in their respective sections.
man's finished products is made from farm pro- In these laboratories, eight hundred scientists-
duce. This alarming comparison is the reason test tube economists with an eye for both the farm
that Uncle Sam has been able to depend on having and factory-will try to find means to pull the
at least one headache waiting for ·him when he farmer "out of the red." The staff of scientists
seemed to be running low on others. The chem- in each laboratory will have a million dollars the
urgists blandly state that they have the remedy first year for expenses of operation and estab-
which will cure even that one very dependable lishment. With this fund the scientists will un-
headache. dertake to put chemistry to work in finding new

The chemurgic movement, fostered by the Na- uses for the present agricultural surpluses.
tional Farm Chemurgic Council, Inc., seeks "to Putting chemistry to work is exactly what the
advance the industrial uses of farm products chemurgists had in mind a few years ago when
through- applied science." In a broader sense, they coined their catchword title from the Greek
chemurgy <Is a program which seeks to increase "chemia,' which means chemistry, and "ergon,"
agricultural Income and thereby create employ- which means work. Since there was no other
mentby finding new and wider industrial uses for \word that adequately expressed the idea, this one
farm products. The program emphasizes three was chosen to include all chemical manufacture.
basic points: In the South, the Government scientists will at-

I-The development of new uses for tempt to find new uses for cotton, sweet potatoes
crops now being raised. and peanuts. This section probably holds more

2-The establishment of new crops for attractions for industrial development than any of
new and old uses. the other three areas. The vast amount of valu-

3-The profitable utilization of waste able natural resources, the adequate supply of
and by-products from the farm. cheap labor, power and water fa.cilities, the ex-

The importance of chemurgy is very evident cellent -transportatfon advantages, and the mild
when one considers the fact that this new idea climate offer optimum opportunities for industry.
seems to be the natural solution to agricultural A three-story laboratory, to be located at New
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Orleans, will serve nine southern states from
Oklahoma and Texas to the Atlantic.

A laboratory at Peoria, Illinois will concentrate
its efforts on the most troublesome midwestern
surpluses-corn and wheat. In the East scientists
at the Philadelphia' laboratory will work on ap-
ples, milk products, potatoes, vegetables and to-
bacco. This laboratory's territory will extend as
far south as North Carolina and Tennessee. The
western laboratory at Albany, California will ex-
periment with fruits, vegetables, potatoes, wheat
and alfalfa. The section which it will serve is
bordered on the east by Montana, Wyoming, Colo-
rado and New Mexico.

The scientists in these four laboratories will do
nothing toward finding new uses for less abundant
crops or toward finding new crops, for either ac-
tion would tend to .extend rather than ,to cure the
surplus problem. 'I'he study of new crops will be
left to private or industrial research.

CHEMURGY'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS

An indication of what chemurgy can accomplish
may be observed by considering the case of rayon.
After having led a bitter struggle for existence
before war times, this industry ,has now risen to
a major role in textile production. Modern meth-
ods of making rayon draw on the cotton fields for
raw materials that formerly were thrown away
as waste. Cotton linters, the small white hairs
that remain on the cotton seed after theother
fibers have been pulled off, are the chief source
of this modern rayon. Forty-two thousand tons
of these tiny white fibers were used for this pro-
cess in the United States in 1937.' The success of
rayon is only one .of many examples which indi-
catehow chemurgy can create new markets for
farm and forest products.

Formerly, corn found its only industrial outlet
in the manufacture of starches. Today the vari-
ous uses are too numerous to mention,' but ate in-
cluded in the manufacture of paints, rayon, safety \
glass and artificial leather. Many distilleries-have
extended their profits by collecting the carbon di-
oxide coming from the fermentation tanks' and
compressing it to make dry-ice .. Not being con-
tent to use only the grain of the corn plant, the
chemurgists have found uses even for the stalks.
A few years ago an Iowa chemist, who had decided
that there were too many corn stalks for the cows
to eat, developed wall board from them. The' ad-
vent of houses constructed from cornstalks is not
at all improbable.

Another: kind of insulating-wall board is made
from sugareane waste. After the juice is crushed
out of the cane, the chemists mold the stalk 'into
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Giant Rotary Machine for the menufacture of Straight-Line Inlaid
Linoleum at the Plant of the Armstrong Cork Company; the Entire
Operation, Largest of Its Kind in the World, Is Seven Stories High.

boards that can be sawed like lumber. This mate-
rial is now being used extensively for acoustic
insulation of -classrooms and auditoriums'. Sugar
cane waste also shows great promise in the manu-
facture of high-grade papers. Its low production
cost, its high cellulose concentration, and its
abundancemake this waste a future rival of wood
for building purposes.

A specially constructed factory started under
government supervision at Laurel, Mississippi,
makes a high-grade starch from sweet potatoes.
The starch is actually replacing 'cereal starches in
pie fillings, certain candies and sizing of high-
grade cloths. For some time the starch from this
plant has also been sold readily to southern textile
industries. The sweet potato crop, which can be
easily grown throughout the South, has heretofore
found its market only as a food.

SYNTHETIC WOOL

Milk is another product that the chemurgist is
determined to' develop. Synthetic wools are now
being made in Italy' from milk .casein, which is
chemically very ..like wool. The "wool" is spin-
nable and can be woven into attractive patterns,
which however are less durable than-those made
f'romnaturalwool. The valuable mothproof prop-
erties' of this "wool" are used to advantage by mix-
ing it with natural wool. .The cloth woven from
this mixture is known to have a superior texture
and finish.

Of all the farm products which are being used
as bases/for synthetic products, none offers greater
chemurgic possibilities than the soybean crop.
From' soybeans factories now turn out paints,
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ciently in modern'gasoline engines. Besides the
products previously mentioned, materials contain-
ing starch and sugar can be made into alcohol.
However, at the present time the chief materials
for the fermentation industries are grains, chiefly
corn, and molasses, the by-product of sugar pro-
duction. The market for alcohol until the present
time has been limited by the needs of chemical,
pharmaceutical and liquor industries. But if al-
cohol should become an important ingredient of
motor fuel, the 'market would expand enormously
and added sources of alcohol would be needed.
Anticipating this, scientists have recently been
giving attention to the possibility that waste cane,
wastes at starch factories, and sugary juices of
sweet potatoes can be converted intoulcohol at
costs so low as tomake the practice- economically
feasible.

The chemurgist isn't concentrating all his ef-
forts on farm products. Wood,' as he sees it, may
become one of the country's foremost crops. Wood
is valuable for use in about everything from paper
to plastics. 'Some .authortties predict that the
southern paper industry may soon exceed the
value of the annual cotton crop. If it should be
pushed far enough, chemurgy might even be able
tOi,,:produce.~,'full meal from wood. When that
point is reached, chemurgy will have reached the
ultimate in .versatilityand perfection.

The ~~AeIIl:urgist,paints a rosy picture of the fu-
ture Qf ..his-work. Along with the chemical revo-
lution.whichhepredicts, he believes that men will
wear.suitsmade from milk and see, through eye-
glass .Ienses molded, .f'rom ,corn plastics. He says
thattheywillfly airplanes cast from oat hulls or
wood, will write letters on cotton paper, will run
their cars on corn alcohol instead of gasoline.
That's the pattern of the future as thechemurgists
s~~_Jt,.:a~~I.~heywill strive their hardest to see it
cometrue,

In These Board Machines, Cane Fibers Are Felted into Board and Given a Ferox Treatment Which Is a Chemical Complex
Toxic to Fungi, Termites, and Other Cellulose-Destroying Organisms.

enamels, varnish, glue, ink, linoleum, plastics and
a large variety of foods. A major manufacturer
ofIow-priced automobiles has been using soybean
oil for several years in car enamel, and in the
manufacture of steering wheels and 'dashboard
gadgets. The latest suggested use for soybeans
is in the manufacture of a spinnable fiber. Re-
ports state that a fiber superior to' the Italian fiber
made from milk casein has been made from soy-
bean' protein. A worthwhile objective for this
fiber seems to be an upholstering material.

Cotton is another of our crops with a surplus
on which the chemurgists are concentrating their
efforts. Cotton is the most important agricultural
crop in the South and is the fourth largest cash
crop in the United States. Until recently, that
portion not used in supplying domestic needs has
always found a ready export market. Today cot-
ton is considered a sick crop. It is over-produced
and its export markets have dwindled because
other countries are beginning to help supply the
world's needs. This is the perfect setting and cue
for chemurgy to come onto the stage. The neces-
sity of finding new uses for cotton in all its forms
-fiber, seed, stalk and burr-is stimulating re-
search in every field which may use the millions of
acres of cotton otherwisedoomed to abandonment.
One of the most novel uses is found in a road
building material. A number of southern states
have been using cotton fabric as a reinforcing
agent in the, roadbeds of bituminous surfaced
roads. The cotton roads are not only superior to
ordinary bituminous faced roads, but they also
offer a decided saving in maintenance costs.

Of direct interest to the nation's motorists .are
experiments which are being carried on with alco-
hol for use as a motor fuel. Scientists agree that
alcohol produced from corn, wheat, potatoes, or
any of a half dozen fermentable. farm products
can be mixed with gasoline and still perform. effi-
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A'lUMN'1 IN' THE AIR SEEN AND HEARD
. WITH 1939 GRADUATES

R th M II B 0 Ad 142' WALTERWILLIAMSON,Ck.E., put-
u ue er, US. • , ting a diamond on the third finger

of last year's Quadrangle Queen,A comparatively new course of study, the aeronautical Miriam Streiche~ : .. SIDNEYBEST,
. engineering course of the College of Engineering is Bus.Ad., advertising products of

becoming increasingly important from year to year. With the Perry Brown Company · · ·
it · tit ti the littl t I FREDERICHOFFMAN, Aero.E., nowI s Ins I u Ion on IS campus a I e over we ve years ago, a United States Army Air Corps
technical engineers recognized that a new engineering Cadet ... CYRUSS. YINGST, M.E.,
science had been developed and that trained men would be finding out how to make ice cubes
needed. at Frigidaire, Inc. . . . VIRGINIA

· · BOTTENHORN,HELEN BROCKHOFF,SInce the establishment of .the course has been so recent, MARY LOUISE WERTZ and ALMA
it is with pleasure that we point out that about ninety-five ROSE, Bus.Ad., aJl ~riting their
per cent of the graduates are employed along aeronautical names with a prefix of "Mrs." ...
lines and about as large a percentage of them have risen to PAUL ASSMANN, Ck.E., DAVID J.
executive positions CREAHAN, ALBERT F. LOHEIDE,

· . . ROBERT WHITE, Bus.Ad., helping
We present the following men who as alumni, are work- to make sell and advertise Procter

ing in various ways in aviation lines. and Ga~ble's products ... JACK E.
WIEDEMER, Bus.Ad., learning the

MYRON B. GORDON life of a professor as he teaches at
the Portsmouth, Ohio, Interstate

Although Myron B. Gordon, M.E. '16, was not trained Business College ... BRUCE MIN-
particularly in aeronautical work and was graduated long TURN, M.E., being welcomed at the
before the course was instituted on this campus, he is one door by a Mr~. a.s he :et~r~s from
of the most outstanding graduates now engaged in Ameri- w~rk at the Cincinnati Milling Ma-

· ti chine Company · · . PAUL J. SEI-
can avia Ion. WERT,Ck.E., assisting the foreman

As an undergraduate student here at the' University in the boiler department of the
Myron Gordon was particularly interested in the design of Ph~lip Carey Company, Lockland,
steam engines and boilers. In his last year in college he OhI~ · · e. JA~ES JEAN, Aero.E.,

· . · · helping bUIld airplanes for the rushdesigned, s?pervised the b~I1dm!! o~, ass~mbled and tested orders from Europe at the Lock-
the first uniflow steam engine built In OhIO. . heed Plant in Glendale, California

Upon graduation, Mr. Gordon went to work for the West- · .. JAMES D. TEWEL, M.E., listed
inghouse Machine Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., in the in the Un!ted States Army Ord-

· nance Section . . . WARRENMOSIER,patent department as one of the watchdogs of th~ Westl!~g- Land. Arch., drafting landscapes
house patents. Here he became thoroughly acquainted WIth for the City Recreation Commis-
turbines, condensers, pumps and high-speed blowers. sion, Cincinnati . . e ROBEIRT

Mr Gordon was drawn into the World War as a second, DESHON, B.S. in Arch., last year's
lieutenant in the U. S. Army Signal Corps being assigned editor of the Cincinnatian,~oing

. · '. . graduate work on a fellowship at
to the Aviation Corps. He was sent to the School of MIlItary, the Massachusetts Institute of
Aeronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of .Technology, Technology ... STANLEYBIESACK,
and was one of two engineers sent to Sough, England, for RICHARD F. BROWN, and ROBERT
a special course in compass work and aerial navigation in CU~TIS, G.E., working for the
the Admiralty Compass Observatory. Following his dis- United States Governme~t at t~e

. Tennessee Valley Author-ity proj-
charge from the ar~y, he returned to Wes.tlnghouse. for ect ... LELAND LEADER, Com.E.,
about a year. He discovered, however, that In comparison "commercializing" the Joseph T.
to his war-time activities, patent work proved, dull, so he Ryerson Steel Company, Cincin-
entered the employ of the C. E. Knoepple and Company to ~ati e. • •. WYNNE GULD~N, E.E.,
establish production and material control and cost systems II~te:r;Ing ~n on a party Iine at thee.. . . . Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Tele-
I~ industrlal plants. He studied accountancy I~ hIS spa~e phone Company . . . EDWARD E.
Lime and later became a member of a staff of certified public KLINE, Bus.Ad., selling fountain
accountants. He also obtained valuable experience by sub- pens to busy U. C. students for the
stituting -for various lecturers at Columbia and New York Schaeffer Pen Co. . . . THOMAS
Universities. He describes his work with the accounting J.ONES, .Com.E:, for.mer M~th As-

· .... sistant In Engineering, selling gas
firm as being the most diversified I~ WhICh ~e ~as e:er been for the United Fuel Gas Company
engaged, for he says that he obtained an insight Into the in Charleston, West Virginia.
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management of almost every type of business tional four months of advanced training. In tak-
from chocolate to wrought iron, from cotton cloth ing a rather difficult exam 'for his regular com-
to clocks., mission in the U. S. Air Corps, he passed with fly-

Following this' work, he assisted in the reorgani- ing colors and was ordered to Selfridge Field,
zation of the sales plan of the Seth Thomas Clock Michigan, as a member of the First Pursuit
Company, and became comptroller of a power ,Group. Here his group was assigned a specific
plant equipment manufacturing concern which duty on the ground in the engineering department.
has over thirty subsidiaries throughout the world. Their particular duties included maintenance of

When he became Secretary-Treasurer of the the planes, seeing that the planes functioned prop-
Wright Aeronautical Corporation in 1936, Mr. erly, reporting on planes-both new and old, and
Gordon was able to utilize all the experience testing planes.
gained in his diversified career. Here he found His degree as an Aeronautical Engineer was
the opportunity to apply his knowledge of ma- useful to him when he took the examination for a
chine-shop practice, engineering, patents, law, regular commission in the U. S. Air Corps. He
finance, accounting, aeronautics and management has recently been transferred to Wright Field,
to a fuller extent. In 1933 he was elected vice Dayton, Ohio, where he will be engaged in more
president and assistant general manager, in which advanced maneuvers and study.
position he has been able to make even broader use
of his extensive knowledge. HAROLD K. CHENEY

In a recent letter Mr. Gordon gives us the fol- Another of the very successful group of the
lowing message: "I feel that the cooperative aeronautical engineering graduates, Harold K.
course was particularly useful to me in providing Cheney, Aero.E. '36, is now Chief of Flight Test
a good engineering foundation and particularly at the VulteeAircraf't Plant in Downey, Califor-
an intimate knowledge of the shop, manufactur- nia. ' His job is a very' responsible one, and he is
ing problems and the man in the shop. That a veteran In 'the art' of spying on aircraft instru-
knowledge has always been useful in any of the merit needles and putting of jig saw pieces of test-
rather varied types of work I have undertaken in ing information together into an intelligible pic-
years past. A knowledge of the shop, from: the ture. He has tested many instruments and planes
workman's point of view, is particularly valuable 'himself, clocking a new Vultee on a calibration
in my present work, even though I have little di- run, spending long hours in the cockpits of Vultee
rect contact with the shop or the details of shop Attack Bombers and Trainers in the search for
problems. It undoubtedly influences every deci- data with which to estimate their performance
sion and every policy." and to improve them generally as airplanes.

NEWTON DICK RECENT GRADUATES
One of the more recent graduates of the aero- Following in the footsteps of Newton Dick, Wil-

nautical course, Lieutenant Newton Dick, '37, is liam Zins, Aero.E. '37, is stationed at Randolph
now a second lieutenant in the United States Air Field, Texas, and needs about three more months
Corps, and is stationed at Wright Field Dayton, to complete his work for his commission. Before
Ohio. . receiving his appointment for Randolph Field, he

During his undergraduate career on the Uni- was employed by the Consolidated Aircraft Com-
versity campus, Lieutenant Dick was an outstand- pany in San Diego, California. He writes that
ing student in the College of Engineering and the courses he took at "dear old U. C." have helped
Commerce. He was a member of Tau Beta Pi, him tremendously in maintaining a high average
national honorary engineering fraternity, and throughout the training period. The December
Scabbard and Blade, national honorary military issue of the Popular A »iation. Magazine carries an
fraternity. article written by him entitled "I'm in the Army

From September to January following his grad- Now."
uation in June, 1937, Lieutenant Dick was em- Lee Burke, '39, journeyed out to Downey, Cali-
ployed by the Plymouth Company as a lecturer, fornia last October, went to see Harold Cheney at
traveling allover the country advertising Ply- the Vultee Aircraft Company, and got a job in less
mouth products. In March, 1938 he received an than five minutes on the strength of his University
appointment to the Air Corps at Randolph Field, of Cincinnati diploma and a recommendation from
near San Antonio, Texas. Here he stayed for an Major Bradley Jones. He writes that he is work-
eight-month training period, being transferred to ing' in the' "stress department on controls and
Kelly Field, also near San Antonio, for an addi- studying evenings just to be 'on his toes.
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ECONOMICS IN TELEVISION
Calvin BOPPI E.E. 142

In the October COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. "Television Looks For Customers" ex-
explained many of the technical difficulties of television. Here are presented the eco-
nomic problems which must be solved before television can be an accomplished fact.

TELEVISION is here we have been told again commercially with the sale of receiving sets at the
and again. So we naturally ask, "How long World's Fair in New York.

will it be before we, the average American cit- Telecasts today compare favorably with the pic-
izens, have sets in our homes?" This is a question ture quality of the small home movie. Why then
no one can answer accurately because television's isn't television coming into widespread use as rap-
progress on a commercial scale will be relatively idly as radio did in the early "twenties" when it
slow, in comparison to the rapid expansion of the too was just an infant industry? We find the
radio and motion picture industries, unless there answer to this question when we take a look at
is a very revolutionary discovery in this field. the enormous economic and entertainment prob-

Early experimenting was done with the me- lems confronting the industry. Television is an
chanical scanning disc system, which is a method expensive problem. Approximately thirteen mil-
of forming an image by passing light of varying lion dollars have already been invested in elec-
intensities through holes in a revolving disc. In tronic television by set manufacturers and broad-
1931 experimental broadcasting stations were casting stations namely R. C. A., Farnsworth, and
sending out programs to television receiver own- the National and Columbia Broadcasting Systems.
ers, who numbered a few thousand at the most, in Much more will have to be invested before these
the hope that this new idea might develop into a companies will receive any great returns from the
booming industry. The American public had been money which they have spent. The industry thus
led to believe that in a few years the average fam- far has been a very unprofitable one and so expen-
ily would view movies or news events in their sive that only a few manufacturers have been able
television receiver at any time of day. The people to participate in its development.
are still waiting for this vision to come true. It has been estimated that a television broad-

Engineers soon realized that the system of casting station with studio equipment costs be-
mechanized scanning was a failure because it tween $500,000 and $750,000. The Columbia
could not be improved. The size of the picture Broadcasting System has already invested the bet-
was too small and the quality too poor for accept- ter part of $2,000,000 in television broadcasting.
able entertainment. As a result some set manu- The National Broadcasting Company has prob-
facturers became bankrupt, stations ceased broad- ably spent much more than this amount for they
casting and television returned to the laboratories. have been transmitting programs regularly since

Research was immediately begun on the present May of last year. Upon these two companies rests
electronic system of scanning, which utilizes large, the great burden of creating a sufficient number
specially constructed vacuum tubes for both the of good entertaining programs for daily telecast-
pickup and reproducing equipment. In 1935 the ing, ,
Radio Corporation of America conducted large And now let us see just what there is to the
scale television field tests in New York with regu- problem of the television program. No one knows
lar program transmission to receivers located in exactly what kind of programs the people in gen-
the 'homes of a few observers. Tremendous tech- eral will like nor who can pay for them regularly.
nical obstacles were conquered and improvements The public must like them or sets will not be sold.
were made rapidly. However, television was with- The advertisers will not use television for their
held from the public by an agreement between the purposes until there are enough televiewers to
companies engaged in research and the Federal make their advertising profitable. This means
Communications Commission, until a standardized that, until the time when there will be a large
system of transmission and reception could be de- number of users within the comparatively short
termined. Thus the possibilities of a recurrence range of a transmitter, the broadcasting station
of the early mistakes were practically eliminated. will have to stand the expense of the program.
Nothing would do television more harm than mar- According to David Saronoff, president of the
keting receivers that would become obsolete in a Radio Corporation of America, there will be very
year or two. This year television was launched little difficulty in producing good television. drama
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We do not mean to give the impression that film
will be a relatively inexpensive source of program
material; on the contrary Hollywood estimates
that the production of class A feature film costs
about $5,000 per minute. This would put it be-
yond the reach of television unless the cost were
divided among a number of broadcasting stations
perhaps as films are rented by theaters today.
Movie shorts, news reel, animated cartoons and
the like are less expensive.

Although the Federal Communications Commis-
-Courtesy R.C.A. Review sion has not yet issued licenses that permit the

N.B.C. television mobile unit, consisting of the "pick-up sale of television time to advertisers, it is expected
bus" and the "transmitter bus," in action. that there will be commercial programs broadcast

soon with program material furnished by the ad-
and other entertainment. "Even 'if there were vertiser. Chain food stores may televise cooking
not enough money for studio programs," he said, school programs with, their brand of merchandise
"we could find endlessly interesting television ma- prominently displayed; department stores may
terial merely by sending our television cameras present fashion shows; and automobile dealers
onto the "streets of New York and elsewhere" to may show the outstanding features of their latest
picture life." Sports events, news events, inter- cars to the public via television.
views with famous people, television sightseeing As an advertising medium television has the
tours are good patented program material. combined advantages of the radio and movies.
N. B. C. has two mobile television busses, costing But what about program costs? Perhaps the easi-
approximately $120,000 per unit, which make it est way of estimating this unknown quantity is by
possible to televise nearly all types of sporting considering the known production costs of a radio
events. The television camera and microphone program. The length of the program, the number
equipment carried in one bus, is connected to the of stations broadcasting, and the salary of the tal-
small pickup transmitter in the other bus. ent chiefly determine the cost of the program, A

Movie film offers an excellent source of good good variety show costs about $15,000 an hour but
program material. But the use of special equip- to produce a nationally known program such as
ment motion pictures can be projected into a tele- Fred Allen's "Town Hall" the cost is about twice
vision camera. It is possible that sound film will that amount. To estimate the cost of a similar
play an even more important role in the develop- length television program several other factors
ment of television programs than the transcrip- must be taken into consideration. First, that as
tion disc has in radio programs. Film is consid- many as twenty to forty hours of rehearsal may
ered an economical medium because superior tele- be required for a one hour television program
vision programs can be produced with less expen- whereas from four to fifteen are sufficient for a
diture of time and effort than is required for high- radio performance. Thus if the talent were paid
quality live broadcasts. Using film not only re- $10,000 for a radio program, an additional $10,-
duces the cost of each program but has the added 000 would probably be paid for the extra time
advantage that the program can be made in ad- spent in rehearsal for the television program. Pro-
vance and sent from one station to another. This duction costs will' also be higher because of other
is a possible solution of the network problem. equipment necessary such as stage setting, proper-
Through the use of film pictures sport and news ties, lighting and camera equipment, and because
events that happen during business hours can be of the additional manpower needed to manage all
telecast in the evening for the benefit of those the complexities of a television production. A
who otherwise would not be able to see them. rough guess would place the cost of a good pro-

The prospect of using film quells Hollywood's gram at two or three times that of a comparable
fear that it will lose its market if television does radio program. The question is, "Will advertisers
eventually succeed in drawing the people from the pay this much for a program that will reach only
theatres. So instead of fighting television movie a fraction of the audience reached by a similar
producers will undoubtedly support it. At least radio program 1"
they were "interested enough to purchase a large The estimated cost ofthe experimental telecasts
interest in a television manufacturing company that N. B. O. has been transmitting is in the neigh-
recently. (Continued on Page 31)
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You'd he surprised how telephone
engineers put them to work for you

How to put more and more wires into a tele- you provide enough space to place 606 more
phone cable without increasing its diameter wires in the same size cable!-a total of 4242.
is an ever present problem at Western Electric With such resourcefulness, Bell System en-
-manufacturing unit of the Bell System.Exist- gineers meet countless problems. Result: you
ing ducts beneath city streets limit both the can talk to almost anyone, anywhere, at any
number and the diameter of cables-but de- time-quickly, clearly, at low cost.
mand for telephone service continues to grow.

Until recently, the largest cable contained
3636 wires in a diameter of 20/8inches. Years
of study led to an entirely new insulating proc-
ess that saved 3/1000 of an inch per wire. Mul-
tiply this tiny fraction of an inch by 3636, and
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A telephone call home would
be appreciated. Rates to most
points are lowest any time
after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday
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Dedication of Addition to Chemistry Building

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

January 26. 1940

*
DEDICATION EXERCISES

DEDICATORY SPEECHES-Main Auditorium 2 :00 P. M.

PRESIDENT RAYMOND WALTERS
for the University of Cincinnati

DEAN ROBERT GOWDY

for the College of Engineering and Commerce

MR. PAUL MENEFEE

for the Student Societies

PROF. ALFRED H. WHITE

University of Michigan
Head Chemical Engineering Department
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NEW CHEMISTRY BUILDING

Building addition designed by Harry Hake and Harry Hake, .Jr., Architects ""

The new Chemistry Building, constructed at a cost of $500,000 and completed in December, 1939, is a welcome addi-
tion to the College of Engineering and Commerce. It relie ves the crowded conditions that have existed in the Engineer-
ing Quadrangle for the last few years.

The additional floor space, comprising a net gain of 56,600 square feet, will accommodate the Mathematics Depart-
ment and will allow for the expansion of the Chemical Engineering Department.

The following firms, who cooperated in the construction of the Chemistry Building Addition, have made this page
possible:

Brick Work and Terra Cotta Lumber
Brockman & Sons, Inc. Harry Riemeier Lumber Co.
598 Terrace Ave. 1450 Gest St.

Excavation and Concrete Reinforcing Steel
Richter Transfer Co. West Virginia Rail Co.
Richter Concrete Corp. Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
1249 W. 7th st. .

Plastering and Acoustical Work Roojing and Sheet Metal Work
Gus Sauer, Jr. Imbus Bros.
832 Central Ave., Newport, Ky. 415 W. Court St.

Hardware Heating and Temperature Control
The J. B. Schroder Co. B. & J. Jacobs Co.
1117 Vine St. 1729 John St.

Public Seating Cut Stone Work
American Seating Co. The David Hummel Building Co.
Ronald A. Ferguson, Dist. Mgr, 2629 Spring Grove Ave.

Filing Cabinets, Furniture, Desks, Chairs and Shelving
Kelsall-Voorheis, Inc.

718 Main st.
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HUMAN-RELATIONS MANUAL FOR EXECUTIVES
A Review

Carl Heyel, the author of the latest book dealing with human relations in
management. is a graduate of the University of Cincinnati, E.E. 131, and a
former editor of the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. For the past three years
he has been Manager of the Conference Planning Division for the American
Management Association. His book is published by the McGraw-Hili Co.

IN an era of technical processes and specific additional notes to give the problem more than
methods, "standard practice" and competition one "angle." Many of the items may seem ele-

are increasingly governing the policies of manu- mentary, but this is because so many important
facture, sales and distribution. On the other factors in human relationships are simple and, for
hand, the larger issues of technical change, labor that reason, are neglected.
violence, cyclical swings and threats to workers' Practically the entire book consists in the cita-
security are constantly increasing the every-day tion and description of concrete examples showing
irritations and grievances against management. how actual companies have handled human-rela-
Present management councils are so concerned tion situations successfully. For example, in dis-
that they are devoting more energy and time to cussing the subject of diplomacy, the author says:
the elimination of such grievances than to the "An office manager became concerned over the
solution of more material problems. tendency of girls who were under his supervision

In the field of human relationships, it is im- to be careless about their appearance. Some of
possible for a company to get along smoothly with them wore spotty dresses, others were prone to
its employees by following a set of fixed rules. walk about with their slips showing or looking un-
The most successful plan consists in using ideas tidy in one way or another. After thinking about
that have proved sound in actual practice. There- the advisability of calling these points to the at-
fore, a manual which contains solutions to most tention of the individuals concerned, or of issuing
of the current human-relationship problems must an impersonal memo on the subject of personal
be an indispensable tool for the business executive. neatness, he decided to try something else first.

In this new manual, the first sentence of the He simply had a full-length mirror installed in
preface states, "This book has to do with people." the girl's dressing room. There was an immedi-
Such a human-relations manual probably would ate improvement in the looks of all concerned." As
have been received in this country several decades another example, let us note an indirect example
ago with a great deal of skepticism and criticism. of how competition among the workers helps to
Employers in those days assumed that reasonable stimulate best performance along the production
pay and a reasonable number of working hours line: "Coaches know that runners cannot make
produced a solution to the human problem. But as good speed when running against time as when
human friction is present wherever there is human competing neck to neck with other runners."
group endeavor and this fact naturally gives rise The book is divided into nine self-contained sec-
to the question of how leadership can supplant tions, but there is a close relationship between
bossing. sections. "Getting Along with People" has an im-

This book furnishes the business executive with portant bearing on the section entitled "Stimulat-
practical help in the solution of the human rela- ing Best Performance." At the end of each sec-
tions. In presenting possible solutions, the author tion are "Application check points," which would
bases his suggestions on the theory that a good prove valuable in discussion groups and should
idea that works in one line of endeavor can often stimulate thought for individual study. None of
be applied in another with the right kind of mod- the 139 questions may be answered by a simple
ification. The procedures outlined in the book are "yes" or "no," for each one calls for thought be-
simple and, although concrete examples are given fore an answer can be given. Such questions as
for particular industries, the methods may be used these are asked:
in any business. In order to present so many dif- "On given jobs, how do your best work-
ferent ideas in a short book, the author devotes a ers compare with your poorest?"
brief section to the development of each separate "What do you think would happen if
idea. Where he deems it necessary, he supplies (Continued on Page 32)
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Alumnus at Work eight or nine large contributions to technical lit-
(Continued from Page 15) erature of a wide range of interests.

In 1931, while still at Portsmouth, C. A. Har- Every manager is a public figure. Some are
rell distinguished himself by becoming the young- nationally famous lecturers, others have talent for
est vice-president chosen by the City Managers' entertaining, all are expected to meet the public.

Visual presentation of important figures make city finances more understandable.

Association. At that time his interest in city Few there are who do not hold high places in the
planning was also arousing attention. Though public esteem. Greater things may yet be accom-
most managers have some writing to their credit, plished with the increase of their numbers and
manager Harrell is exceptional, having made some the perfection of their methods of service.
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YOU HAVE SEEN THEIR FACES
Anonymous

Who is the man who designs our pumps with judgment, skill and care?
Who is the man that builds them and keeps them in repair?
Who has to shut them down because the valve seats disappear?
The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing, mechanical engineer.

Who buys his juice for half a cent and wants to charge a dime?
Who, when we've signed the contract, can't deliver half the time?
Who thinks a loss of thirty per cent is nothing very queer?
The volt-inducing, load-reducing, electrical engineer.

Who is it takes a transit out to find a sewer to tap?
Who then with care extreme locates the junction on the map?
Who is it goes to dig it up and finds it nowhere near?
The mud-bespattered, torn and tattered, civil engineer.

Who is the man who'll draw a plan for anything you desire?
From a trans-Atlantic liner to a hairpin made of wire?
With "ifs" and "ands" and "buts," who makes his meaning clear?
The work-disdaining, fee-retaining, consulting engineer.

Who builds a road for fifty years and-it disappears in two?
Then changes his identity so there's no one left to sue?
Who covers all the traveled roads with filthy oily smear?
The bump-providing, rough-on-riding, highway engineer.

Who takes the pleasure out of life and makes existence hell?
Who'll fire a beautiful stenographer because she cannot spell?
Who'll substitute a dictaphone for a coral-tinted ear?
The penny-chasing, dollar-wasting, efficiency engineer.

Who thinks without his products we would all be in the lurch?
Who has a heathen idol that 11edesignates research?
Who tints the creeks, perfumes the air, and makes the landscape drear?
The stink-evolving, gas-dissolving, chemical engineer.

Who are the boys who shudder when a "highbrow" heaves in sight?
Who are the boys who chase the "x" with fuming main and might?
Who are the lads who grease the earth and smooth the course of years?
The slip-stick-sliding, art-deriding, hard-boiled engineers.
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Economics in Television
(Continued from Page 24)

hood of $2500 per hour. Since there is no revenue
connected with these broadcasts one can easily
see why television interests ~are anxious to put
these broadcasts on a profitable basis as soon as
possible.

Another major problem closely allied to the one
of programs is the selling of television receivers.
It is important because the progress and perhaps
the future existence of this new art depends upon
volume sales of sets. This is one of the two ways
in which capital hopes to get returns for its in-
vested money; the other is of course profit made
by the sale of television time to advertisers.

The prices of television receivers range from
$150 for a small table model to '$600 fora large
console model equipped with an all-wave radio.
The size of the television image tube or "kine-
scope" as it is sometimes called largely determines
the cost of the receiver since it is the most expen-
sive single unit in the set. Receivers are now being
built by at least a dozen different manufacturers
who are preparing' for the expected market.

During the first five months after television's
introduction in Mayan estimated one thousand
sets were sold in the New York area where eleven
million people live within the range of the trans-
mitting stations. This seems very discouraging, ·
but company officials believe that as more 'and bet-
ter programs are telecast the sale of sets will in-
Grease rapidly.

One difficulty in selling receivers is that the
American public has been spoiled by radio. Today
a small radio, which can be purchased for $20, has
only to be plugged into a convenient outlet to give
entertainment practically twenty-four hours a
day. This is not true with television. A good re-
ceiver costs as much as $600 and can be used only
a few hours a week. In addition the installation
of a television receiver and, its complicated an-
tenna system costs about $30. Moreover, the re-
ceiver is good only in a locality within forty or
fifty miles of a television transmitter.

The many economic .dlfficultles that arise in
television must first be overcome before television
will become commonplace. But in spite of these
evolutionary obstacles, television interests are
confidently pushing ahead, fighting doggedly to
add this new industry to the list of American
achievements, The solution to its many problems
and the means by which it will progress are not
yet determined but there are millions of dollars
invested that are in unison with the hundreds of
men who say, "Television must and will succeed."
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IN RE MEMOIRS
(A mong the readers calling attention to errors in an
article of our last issue was Donald Montgomery, a former
editor of the COOPERATiIVE ENGINEER. His communication
we are' printing' as a suitable correction to the article in
question.)

RECOLLECTIONS of my yesteryears were oc-
casioned some mild 'shock when! espied-the

conclusions of your clever assistant editor, Mr.
Douglas Vest, Ch.E. '42, in his "Memoirs of. a
Crapshooter," which refreshing article appeared
in the October issue of the COOPERATIVEENGI-
NEER. I regret that an .oversight in his computa-
tions resulted in somewhat faulty deductions con-
cerning odds 'in the ancient sport of craps, a
favorite pastime of my younger days. Mr. Vest's
description is both lucid and colorful, and in the
main, accurate. Completeness is of course unat-
tainable; I note, for instance, that the affectionate
term "Big Six," as well as the dignified appellation
"Gentleman's Point" for the eight, has been
omitted.

AI~o, and I believe it wise, no reference has been
made to the bets of line, field, come, hard-way,
craps, lOS1ebar craps, et al., which more properly
belong to the gambling house tables. It might be
well to mention these terms for the benefit of the
uninitiated, lest they think that two other games
are being described when they hear the gambling
house parlance. Let it be said, however, that the
basic bet of the crap table is the straight "line"
bet, which is nothing other than the plebeian form
of African dominoes; the various side bets are
merely added attractions. Incidentally, the, odds
on the line bet are about the best the player will
get from the house.

Returning to Vest's Memoirs, we note that the
mathematical analysis is accurate, complete, and
as rigorous as this type, of probability calculation
will allow, until the second last paragraph is
reached, where two slight errors creep in. The
lesser oversight is in the reduction of a fraction,
and is trivial. The other slip may occur easily in
probability calculations. Your memoir writer in-
tends to figure the total probability of winning by
adding the separate probabilities of winning. The
difference between unity and this total winning
probability will then give the probability of los-

" ing, no matter what are the means of losing.
Hence it is unnecessary to subtract any probabil-
ity of losing on a particular set 'Of numbers, for
example, craps, as is done in the article. What
Vest has effected is to weight doubly the losing
effect of craps, and consequently he has arrived at
odd very unfavorable to the shooter. Proper ad-
dition and reduction ef the fractions gives a win-
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ning probability of 244/495, a. losing of 251/495,
or odds of 1.029 in favor of the fader. This means
about a three per cent edge for the house, in con-
trast to the much larger margin given in thear-
ticle, so that the proprietor does not have quite as
lucrative an occupation as may have been sup-
posed.

A somewhat different viewpoint may make the
whole matter a little more understandable to non-
mathematical readers. Suppose we roll the dice
1980 times. (We choose this peculiar number in
order to save you, me and the printer from the
bother of any more fractions than we have to use.)
Let us see how many of these times we should win
on say the point "four." Now four will become
the point 3/36 of the total throws, or 165 times,
since of the 36 possible ways in which the dice
may fall, three (3, 1; 2, 2; 1, 3) will produce the
combination four. After four has been made-the
point, only those rolls following in which four or
seven is thrown can win or lose. Now seven can
be made six ways (1,6; 2, 5; 3,4; 4,3; 5, 2; 6, 1)
whereas four can be made in only three; therefore
the thrower will lose twice as often as -he wins on
point four. On 1980 rolls, four asa point will re-
sult_165 times; it will win 55 times .and lose 110
times. Similar reasoning holds - for the other
.points, and the following table maybe written:

Totals from this table show that in our 1980
rolls the shooter wins 976 times, while losing
1004. The ratio of losses to wins, 1004 to 976,
equivalent to 251/244, yields 1.029, about three
per cent in favor of the fader. Or, from a slightly
different point of view, in 1980 rolls the shooter
will lose 28 times more than he wins, or will
lose 28/1980 or .0141 or 1.41 per cent of the
money be bets. That is, for every $100 the shooter
bets, he loses $1.41. Which, from one manner of
thinking, is fair odds; out of this small margin the
professional gambler has to keep up an elaborate
establishment, payoff the local law luminaries,
and eat. Odds on the various side bets of-the pro-
fessional table are calculated in similar fashion.
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Book Review
(Continued from Page 28)

you were to post, in each department,
actual salaries paid to all workers?"

"What type of information do you give
to workers who are laid off or dis-
missed ?"

Although this manual is intended for use by
managers and foremen, it could be read to advan-
tage by students who want a knowledge of how
administrative theories are being practically car-
ried out in industry. It is a valuable contribution
to the solution of some vexing problems with '
which present-day industry is compelled to deal.

D. V.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone. AVon 3116

251'<'1VINE STREET
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For Your Convenience ...
We Offer You Complete Banking
Facilities to Fill Your Every Bank-
ing Need-at Our

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE
Clifton and McMillan, Hughes Corner

THE WESTERN BANK

& TRUST CO.
Other Offices

Twelfth and Vine Sts.
Paddock and California, Bond Hill

M ember Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Established 1875

~®1!JJ@m ID~rnLtm~
Shop all you will, you won't find a drag tape to equal

a Lufkin "Hi ...way" in durability. But more than that,

you won't find a tape as accurate and easy to read.

Made of a special, tough, long wearing steel. Prom ..

inent black etched permanent markings. Heavy brass

end clips. Leather thongs, detachable. 50 to 300

feet. See your dealer. Write for Catalog No. 12.

IT IS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE ...
to call upon us for "Dependable Counsel on
Milling and Grinding." You may expect au-
thoritative advice combined with our selection
of the right machine for the job.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.,
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI. OHIO, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

MILLING. GRINDING, BROACHING, LAPPING AND
DIE-SINKING MACHINES

~~~._.
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Fame also is nothing new to General Electric's transporta-
tion department, headed by Guy W. Wilson, Penn State '23
and ex-Test man. In all parts of the nation, the products of
this G-E division can be seen in operation. Therefore, what is
more natural than for these two parties to get together?
They have - frequently. Their latest bit of co-operation is
represen ted by four G-E direct-current locomotives, the
world's most powerful, scheduled for delivery this month to
the Paulista Railroad in Brazil. These 185 - ton locomotives
ha ve a continuous rating of 4200 horsepower and a maxi-
mum speed of 93 miles per hour.EXTRA"'SPECIAL DELIVERY

To most people, the mailman is a fellow who rings the
doorbell or toots a whistle or stops at roadside boxes.

But to Rear Admiral Byrd and his expedition the mailman
is a chap thousands of miles away.

The Admiral's mail, you see, is delivered by one of General
Electric's world-famous short-wave stations at Schenectady,
just as was done for the two previous Byrd expeditions. The
letters are read from WGEO every other Friday, I I to I I :45
p.rn., EST, under the direction of station manager Eugene S.
Darlington, Oregon State ex-Test man, and John R. Sheehan,
Union '25, program manager.

A General Electric all-wave receiver on both the Bear of
Oakland and the North Star, the party's ships, are the actual
mailboxes. They will later be installed at the expedition's
two camps. WGEO's mailman invites friends and relatives
to send messages to the Byrd Antarctic Mailbag, General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y., for transmission to the expedi-
tion. Fifty words is the maximum.

NAUTICAL MOTOR
DIFFERENT though the sailing ships of a century ago
. were from the express liners of today, the two have many

things in common. Among their points of similarity is a need
for emergency pumps, for water may sometime get where
it doesn't belong because of a collision or other accident.

A far cry from the hand-operated pumps of old is the
equipment which will be part of the S. S. America) the
United States Lines' new 723-foot superliner, the largest
ever built in American yards. Mounted 80 feet below the
liner's boat deck, a G-E 40-horsepower motor will drive
an Aldrich pump capable of emptying 900 gallons of flood
water per minute. The motor and pump will empty all
compartments through a system of piping reaching all parts
of the ship. Other G-E equipment on the America includes
150 auxiliary motors and controls for such equipment as
winches, refrigeration machines, and steering apparatus.

PRIZE PACKAGE These applications are typical of the thousands of uses

FAME is nothing new to Brazil. She is not only the world's to which General Electric motors have been successfully
leading coffee grower, but also the largest state in South applied. And an important reason for this success is the

..America, being 250,000 square miles bigger than continental vast amount of motor-test data contributed by the young
United States. engineering college graduates on the G-E Test Course.

GENERAL. ELECTRIQ'
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